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hen did you first discover this movement known as conscious dance? When
did you realize that there was a lot more out there than just your own dance,
your own teacher, your own community? Does connecting with a wider field
put what you are doing in context?
I recently spoke with Paul Freundlich, one of the founders of Dance New England. He
observed that “What you guys have done with Conscious Dancer is to see a growing
movement on the horizon and then create structures to strengthen and support it.”
I really appreciated his comment, it helped me see our work from a new perspective.
In 2007, you could find a freestyle dance or 5Rhythms class if you knew what you
were looking for, but there was no MoveMap or Dance First Association, and nothing
like this Upshift Guide anywhere. The coined-term ‘conscious dance’ has become a
comfortable umbrella for non-competitive practices ranging from somatic to ecstatic.
Whether you’re just discovering this world of movement for the first time, or you’re
one of the lifelong pioneers inside—please use this guide to enhance your learning,
enrich your connections, and broaden your understanding of the field.
We’re in similar terrain in 2015. The idea that there may be health benefits from
having ordinary vinyl records playing in the house or on the dance f loor may seem
far-fetched on the face of it—yet this is where our intuition and research is leading
us. Vinyl’s comeback is well documented in the press, and we think there’s a somatic
reason for it. People weren’t sure what we were talking about in 2007 either, but that’s
okay. We feel that analog awareness is going to be a hot topic in years to come, so we
want to help people ease their fears about changing technologies and pave the way
with educational support and community connection. As a movement matures, the
leaders emerge and the language evolves. Our job is to be out in front, shining the
light and asking the questions.
We’re so happy you’re here! Please make the most of the resources within, and pass
this along to a friend. And when you reach out to a leader or organization that you
find inside, let them know you found ‘em in the Conscious Dancer Upshift Guide!
Much love and many thanks for putting your motion into the movement,
			M+
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MODEL: Heeraa Sazevich, certified
5Rhythms® teacher, has passionately
explored the field of embodied consciousness for over 20 years.
Blessed with edge-walking teachers
Osho and Gabrielle Roth, the journey
to freedom through moving meditation is her path to walk and share.
Based in communities she fostered
over 12 years in Honolulu, Hawaii and
Sun Valley, Idaho, she also travels to
facilitate 5Rhythms® workshops, bilngually in Japanese. www.5rhythmsheeraa.com
PHOTOGRAPHER: Masayo Benoist,
certified 5Rhythms® teacher, brings
movement alive as a professional photographer and dancer. Teaching in Los
Angeles, Masayo also often travels
to her homeland, Japan, to share
her love of the 5Rhythms® practice.
http://masayodance.com
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how to use this guide
WELCOME YOUR NEW
CAREER. FOLLOW YOUR HEART
AND YOUR CALLING
The demand for teachers of the
embodied arts is higher than ever.
Credentialed leaders have ample
opportunities to create lucrative
careers in movement in a field that
is rapidly expanding into all levels
of society. Become a creative
movement entrepreneur.

PLEASE DIVE IN WITH THE SPIRIT OF INQUIRY
Are you new to somatic movement and dance?
If so, a welcoming and wonderful world awaits you!
The Modality pages are designed to communicate
what differentiates one Dance First member modality
from another, giving you insights into the people,
places, and practices behind each method.

Join The DANCE FIRST
association
AWAKEN AS A LEADER
The Dance First Association
is your strong support along
the path—whether you
are seeking credentials or
launching a new modality.
We serve member Facilitators, Modalities, and Institutions with promotional
platforms, professional
development trainings, and
practice building programs
designed to make the marketing and moneymaking
aspect of your practice successful, easy and fun. Join
the leaders creating movement for a better world.

CONNECT TO A GLOBAL
MOVEMENT
AND MAKE WAVES IN
YOUR COMMUNITY
Wherever you live, it’s happening near you. If not, we are
sure there are people in your
community who are ready—
and we’re here to help you be
a park of the pick up the torch.

ARE YOU A
movement
facilitator
OR dance
Teacher?
CONTRIBUTE A NEW
WORLD VIEW
DANCE IS GOOD
MEDICINE AND CAN
CHANGE YOUR LIFE
Our foundation is dedicated to bringing embodiment to all levels of
society. We advocate for
“movement before medication” and “embodiment
in education” —and we
welcome your
shoulder to the wheel.
Please contact
mark@consciousdancer.
com to learn more.
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Apply for membership
to Dance First today
and start growing
your practice with us.
VIsit us online
at dancefirst.org

sounds true

Back to the future! Meet the Dance First members
who love drumming, live music, body percussion,
and the human voice. Move with modalities that
awaken the living music inside you.

Alchemy Spinning

Dance of Oneness

Body Tales

Dancing the Rainbow

Raquel Boluda’s dervish-inspired
dance practice releases stored
trauma and heightens awareness.
www.alchemyspinning.com
The contemplative work of
Olivia Corson and Lysa Castro
is often done in silence or in the
context of witness-performer.
www.bodytales.com

Breema

The rejuvenating ‘Seven
Principles of Harmony’ are practiced quietly in partners or small
groups to enhance well-being.
www.breema.com

Continuum

Cultivating the flow of breath,
sound, and movement is the
heart of the influential practice
developed by the late Emilie
Conrad.
www.continuummovement.com

Core Connexion

The work of Eva Vigran is often
practiced in groups outdoors or
at sacred temple sites in select
locations.
www.coreconnexion.com

Banafsheh is passionate about
working with world-renowned
musicians to raise the vibration
of her offerings.
www.danceofoneness.com
Nature is a willing dance partner
in many of the site-specific
workshops Lani O’Hanlon offers
in Ireland.
www.seventhrayarts.com

EastWest Somatics

The Red Rock deserts of Eastern
Utah form a backdrop and
guide the aesthetic of Sondra
Fraleigh’s signature practice.
www.eastwestsomatics.com

KiVo

Singing and dancing, chanting
and moving, all done in a circle
with deep roots in many traditions—Lis Addison’s work brings
out your kinetic voice.
www.kivokineticvoice.com

SpiritDance SoulSong

Turning the Wheel

SoulWork Tantra

Wassa Dance

A rich variety of embodiment
tools woven together with
soulful singing and dance,
the heart-based work of Ellen
Watson and Daphne Tse is joyful
to the core.
www.movingventures.org
Consciousness raising through
embodied spirituality is the playful context for these transformational retreats and trainings at
the Self-Soul Center in Southern
Oregon.
www.selfsoulcenter.org

Taketina

Rhythm and motion are interlocked in a deceptively simple
yet highly effective method
of group circle movement
meditation for left/right brain
integration.
www.taketina.org

Tamalpa Life/Art Process

Drawing from the creative well
of the participants, this approach developed in tandem by
Anna Halprin and her daughter
and Tamalpa director Daria
reveals inner wisdom through
art and movement.
www.tamalpa.org
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Alana Shaw encourages the
leaders in her national youth
organization to collaborate
with live musicians whenever
possible.
www.turningthewheel.org

A love for rhythms from around
the world drives Lara McIntosh
to incorporate live drummers
and musicians often at her high
energy events.
www.wassadance.com

Whole Person Drumming

Going back to her roots with the
great master drummer Olatunji,
rhythm facilitator Zorina Wolf
offers authentic drumming for
raising consciousness.
www.villageheartbeat.com

glow poi • staffs • batons • levitation wands

durable • rechargeable • consciously designed • lifetime warranty

podpoi™

flowlight®

staffs + batons

toroflux™

Try this at Home

Log in to movement and download the vibe! Meet the Dance
First facilitators who deliver their
brilliance and transform your
home into a solo adventure or
impromptu class with friends.

Chakradance

The universally appealing chakra-based leadership methodology developed by Australian Natalie Southgate.
www.chakradance.com

Daily Dance

A dance and meditation special delivery to your inbox brought
to you by Toronto-based movement leader Erica Ross. Call in
the day with dance. www.ericaross.com

DJ4Movement

A distance learning digital DJ course for facilitators created
by globe-trotting 5Rhythms ambassador Adam Barley.
www.dj4movement.com

TranscenDance Online

Transformational leadership mentor Jennifer Joy Jimenez’s
5-video set is a personal retreat into mind, body, and spirit.
www.transcendanceonline.com

OneDance

A global monthly field of movement connection hosted by
Pierpaolo de Angelis and Azul founder Amara Pagano.
www.onedancetribe.com

Temple Tribal Fusion

Discover the world of sacred temple arts and the essence of
tribal fusion online with renowned prayformance visionkeeper
Tenley Wallace. www.templetribalfusion.com

The Morning Sojourn

Portland legend Winky Wheeler’s innovative 14-day
group or solo writing and movement practice includes
a hard copy Sojournal full of inspirational words and
practices. www.themorningsojourn.com
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growing with the flow

Your calling is calling! Meet the Dance First pioneers
who offer programs to sharpen your purpose, position your passion, and lead you to your next level
with love.

leadership trainings
5Rhythms

The living leadership legacy of
Gabrielle Roth, led forward by
her son Jonathan Horan.
www.5rhythms.com

Biodanza

A vast treasure of knowledge
passed on from the late Rolando
Toro lies waiting to be learned by
trainees in this global practice.
www.biodanza.org

Dance Our Way Home

Leadership development and
personal growth for women led
by Toronto-based Erica Ross.
www.ericaross.com

Dancing Mindfulness

The work of Dr. Jamie Marich
brings mindfulness and movement to a diverse population.
www.dancingmindfulness.com

EastWest Somatics

Leadership development with
Sondra Fraleigh, a true pioneer of
movement in the Red Deserts of
Utah and beyond.
www.eastwestsomatics.com

JourneyDance

Life-changing trainings and
quantum shifts are the hallmark
of Toni Bergin’s transformational
modality.
www.journeydance.com

Kinections

Professional credentials and
trainings for somatic leaders at
the center in Upstate New York
founded by Dr Danielle Fraenkel.
www.kinections.com

Kinetic Arts Center

This Oakland Circus Arts school
grooms leaders in a loving and
non-competitive way from toddler to teens, and grown-ups too.
www.kineticartscenter.com

Madrona MindBody
Institute

A sanctuary for movement set in
a park in Washington that hosts
and welcomes a wide variety of
somatic leadership trainings.
www.madronamindbody.com

NIA

The proven mind-body-spirit
leadership methodology with
belt-based trainings around the
world designed by Debbie Rosas.
www.nianow.com

Sofiah Thom

Multi-dimensional personal
development combined with epic
retreats are the specialty of this
globe-trotting leader.
www.sofiahthom.com

SomaSource

The intergenerational leadership
work of Melissa Michaels touches
the hearts of youth and enlivens
the adults who work with them.
www.bdanced.com

Soul Motion

Committing to a life of service
is a key element in the rigorous
path to becoming a leader in
Vinn Arjuna Martí’s movement
ministry.
www.soulmotion.com

TranscenDance

Cultivating personal leadership
and bringing more love to the
world is at the heart of everything
that Jennifer Joy Jimenez offers.
www.transcendanceonline.com

With seven billion people in the world,
sometimes one wonders, ‘How do I make
a difference?’ You make a difference by
being unique, different—the one-of-akind, authentic ‘you’.
– debbie rosas, nia
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Analog uncovered
It’s as easy as 1-2-3 to upgrade the atmosphere in your home,
classes, or private sessions with analog sound. There’s something special about how the emotional body is soothed by
the touch of electromagnetic music.

7 steps to starting with vinyl
1. Locate and call your nearest record shops and ask them if they a) carry used records, and b) have a listening station. When you get a yes to both, plan your visit.

2.

Allow yourself at least an hour, and don’t worry about spending more than $20.

3. A sk for help with the listening station if you need it, and describe the type of
atmospheres or scenarios you wish to create and see what they come up with.

4. F ind

some artists that you know and listen to some of their songs that you
haven’t heard before.

5. W
 alk around at random and see what catches your eye. Flip through some stacks
and feel what jumps out at your fingers.

6. T ake them home if you have a turntable, and listen to them end-to-end. Some
records only reveal their brilliance after repeated listenings.

7. No turntable yet? Find a friend with gear and make tapes. You’ll retain the electromagnetic resonance that our hearts crave and have your analog music on the
go by using cassettes.

WHO TO TURN TO: The makers of Crosley Turntables have heard the demand.
They’re coming out with a deluxe audiophile version of their popular Keepsake
turntable for only $199 that’s perfect for facilitators or practitioners of every sort.

Discogs Vinyl Hub
www.vinylhub.com
Crosley Turntables
www.crosleyradio.com
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You don’t have to learn to DJ to touch people’s hearts with vinyl. A handful of records and a portable turntable allows you to bring the ritual with you and punctuate
your work. Here’s some ideas to get you started.

IN THE EAST BAY WITH laura camne

Warrior of
the Heart

a NEW Biodanza
Series with
Laura Camner
Wed, 8:00pm – 10:00pm
The Subterranean House,
2179 Bancroft Way, Berkeley
Sept. 2nd, 9th, 16th, 23rd, and 30th

TEMPLETRIBALFUSION.COM
AWAKENING WOMEN, AWAKENING THE WORLD

Please join us for a profound experience
of movement, connection, and musical
medicine. Let the music in your heart
move your feet to the stirrings of your
soul. All levels welcome.

Biodanza

t h e p o e t r y o f h u m a n en co u n t er

Turn-turn-turn
Mixing is a
moving meditation. Spin your
way to bliss!

Getting in gear as a vinyl DJ is a
rewarding process. Here’s some
expert advice from Razor-n-Tape
label boss Aaron Dae that will help
you dial in your set up like a pro.

by Aaron Dae
TURNTABLES: Technics 1200’s are the beginning and end for me. Those
things are like tanks and really—is there a need to “fix it if it ain’t broke?”
I haven’t tried the new Pioneer PLX1000’s yet, but am eager to check them
out and see what all the buzz is about.

Pioneer Turntables and Mixers
www.pioneerelectronics.com

MIXERS: I’m partial to the Pioneer DJM series, currently the 900 or 900 Nexus
since it has a vast assortment of fx and the filter knob on each channel is
always nice. In addition, the E&S portable rotary mixers from Jerome Barbe
& DJ Deep are really great to play on. They are exceptionally smooth and
have master isolators as well as dedicated low/hi eqs on each channel plus the
sound output is hard to beat. (editors choice: Rane MP-44)

E & S Rotary Mixer
www.electronique-spectacle.com

CARTRIDGES: I have a set of highlighter yellow Ortofon Nightclubs mounted
on the stock Technics headshell which I like very much. J uses the Shure
Whitelabels which I also feel have good traction and sound quality.

Shure Cartridges & Accessories
www.shure.com/americas

HEADPHONES: Sony 7506 for me. I’ve used these headphones for many many
years now. They have the right amount of low, mid, and high range response
for me. Only issue is the ear cushions often break down over time or come off.
However, I installed aftermarket Beyerdynamic velour earpads and I no longer
have that issue. J uses the Sennheiser HD25-1-II’s

Sennheiser Headphones
www.en-us.sennheiser.com

STUDIO MONITORS: For my DJ rig at home, I use a pair of insanely large
vintage Akai speakers. J’s the producer, he uses a pair of Dynaudio BM6A for
his main set, and then a pair of Yamaha HSM50s and the Mackie HR824
SOUND SYSTEMS: I’ve played on a number of Funktion One sound systems
and they are really great They are often nice and loud, but you can also speak
to the person next to you on the dance floor without having to scream. I also
dig the Void Systems although I’ve found them to be a bit heavy on the high
end sometimes, but that could also be chalked up to whatever the sound guy
has done. On the smaller side, a good QSC rig never hurts ;-)
TRAVEL GEAR: I use the Headliner backpack most of the time. It has just the
right amount of room for some wax, headphones, laptop + all sorts of other
little compartments and is made from a sturdy material. J uses UDG rolling
trolleys and a Shure backpack record bag
ACCESSORIES: I’ve seen a bunch of people using turntable weights although
I haven’t had the pleasure of trying them out myself yet. There are several
companies making them, but Master Sounds seems to be the most reputable
one out there.

Technics SL-1200 Resource
www.kabusa.com/1200bld.htm

Rane Mixers
www.dj.rane.com
Ortofon Cartridges
www.ortofon.us

Sony Headphones
www.pro.sony.com

Dynaudio BM6A Monitors
www.dynaudioprofessional.com
Yamaha HS50M Monitors
www.usa.yamaha.com
Mackie HR824 Monitors
www.mackie.com
Funktion One Sound
www.funktion-one.com
Void Audio
www.voidaudio.com
QSC Audio
www.qsc.com
Headliner Bags
www.headlinerbags.com
UDG Gear
www.udggear.com
Mastersounds Vinyl Weights
www.mastersounds.co.uk
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A SPECIAL OFFERING: the DEPTH of 5R merges with the POWER of WOW PRocessing

A Heartbeat Workshop of Compassion

with Laura Cirolia’s
WOW PROCESSING
–uplifitng & transformational
trauma healing work
www.movinground.com for info and booking
,

SoulWork Tantra presents:

Reunite the Inner Lovers

Ecstatic Dance for Everyone, Every Day.

Solar & Lunar Consciousness in Relationship

21 Days
21 Dances
Delivered to your inbox

photo: Robby Donaghey

Ground and move your solar passion, clarity, power.
Nurture and dance your lunar inner vision, trust, compassion.

Friday Oct 9th 7:30pm - Sunday Oct 11th 4pm
$175; $150 for, students,
seniors, preregistrants
(by 5/14)

at the Self & Soul Center
Talent OR • 541-535-3338
selfsoulcenter.org/training/

www.EricaRoss.com
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101
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From somatic movement arts to ecstatic dance, there’s
a modality that will move your feet. stir your heart and
open the door to a new world of connection and community. So if it’s time for you to drop into a lifestyle
that has more flow, this is the place to start.

movement

modalities

To begin with oneself, holding space
is an expression of
self-care, respect
and devotion.
– ellen watson
spiritdance–
biodanza
soulsong

101 movement modalities
5Rhythms

The late Gabrielle Roth birthed
an enduring metaphor at Esalen in the 1970s
that continues to expand and evolve as her son
Jonathan Horan carries the torch forward for
new generations.
www.5rhythms.com

AcroYoga

A strength building blend of
yoga, acrobatics, and Thai massage conceived
by Jason Nemer and Jenny Sauer Klein.
This practice of trust, body awareness and
playfulness has grown popular at ecstatic
dances and with festival cultures.
www.acroyoga.org

Action Theater: Improvisational theater
training and performance method founded
by Ruth Zaporah. Embodied exercises lead to
spontaneous and artful communication.
www.actiontheater.com
Alchemy Spinning A transformative

participatory prayerformance experience
developed by somatic movement specialist
Raquel Boluda. The Sufi-inspired practice
cultivates artistic ability and transpersonal
growth in a field of expanded consciousness.
www.alchemyspinning.com

Alexander Technique Australian actor
F.M. Alexander developed this technique for
creating balance in the relationship between
neck and head. A simple and practical method
that changes everyday habits to improve
freedom of movement.
www.alexandertechnique.com

Amerta Movement Well respected
performance and movement artist Suprapto
Suryodarmo and Amerta Movement has
inspired thousands of people in the West,
and in his native Indonesia, Java, who have
been influenced by his moving/dancing
practice and life-lessons in how to practice
making one’s own bodily experience more
conscious as a human resource.
www.wikipedia.org/wiki/amerta_movement
Anat Baniel Method A system of
therapeutic movement developed by
Feldenkrais protegé Anat Baniel with wide
application across ages and abilities.
www.anatbanielmethod.com
Aston Kinetics

Forms of movement,
bodywork, fitness and specialty products
for proper alignment developed by somatic
pioneer Judith Aston. Includes education for
daily activities and specialized trainings in
pilates, yoga, golf, music, etc.
www.astonkinetics.com

Authentic Movement A self-directed
form developed by dance therapy pioneer
Mary Starks Whitehouse in the 1950’s.
Involves gaining access and giving creative
expression to the inner life with movement,
drawing, processing, and witnessing.
www.authenticmovementcommunity.org
Azul The sacred movement offering of

Amara Pagano blends her reverence for
her spiritual mentor Prem Baba and the

legendary Gabrielle Roth of 5Rhythms into a
moving meditation for the world on the “Path
of the Heart.”
www.amarapagano.com

Biodanza

A growing global phenomenon
for poetic encounters developed by the late
Rolando Toro in Argentina brings an intimate
and kinetic consciousness to the dance floor,
upleveling the collective biofield. Poetic
movement done in a cultivated-community
setting evokes and cultivates the five
major human potentials: Vitality, Sexuality,
Creativity, Affectivity, and Transcendence.
www.biodanza.org

Bartenieff Fundamentals

An extension
of Laban Movement Analysis developed
by Irmgard Bartenieff. Exercises that apply
Laban’s movement theory to the functioning
of the human body in motion. www.
limsonline.org

BeachDance Synchronized i-Pods are
the key to this ecstatic dance innovation led
by Lisa Evans on the shores of Oregon and
Hawaii. Free dancing in sand, sun, and surf.
www.beachdance.com
Bellyfit A fusion-fitness experience created
by Vancouver-based Alice Bracegirdle that
embraces elements of Pilates, yoga, and
meditation. Combines Western cardio
with dances from India and Africa for an
envigorating and illuminating workout.
www.bellyfit.ca
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Life is about balance; body, mind and soul. Jiaogulan
tea from Immortalitea puts your body back in balance.
Find your balance today!
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101 movement modalities
Breema A protocol of over 300 self and
partner exercises that bear resemblance
to Thai massage and contact improv with
an inner-activated awareness and soul
integration. This system of nine principles of
harmony applies to all aspects of life.
www.breema.com
Body-Mind Centering

An influential
process of creative embodiment developed
by somatic movement educator Bonnie
Bainbridge Cohen. Hands-on re-patterning
and movement education principles are
complementary to virtually any movement or
meditative modality.
www.bodymindcentering.com

Body NVC A movement and awareness
technique in which the body’s spontaneous
movements are connected to feelings and
desires. Based on Marshall Rosenberg’s
nonviolent communication work during the
civil rights movement.
www.baynvc.org

Continuum The work of Emilie Conrad and

carried out with evolutionary expansion around
the world is based on the basic tenet that all
fluids of the body function as fundamentally
one undulating stream of intelligence.
www.continuummovement.com

Core Connexion

An approach to dance
as movement meditation and healing art
developed by Eva Vigran. This practice leads
to creative expression from the core through
connection to body, breath, and sensation.
www.coreconnexion.net

Core Flow

A fluid facilitated approach
to mindful-moving fitness developed by
Janet Welsh designed to develop athleticism
and core strength while awakening body

intelligence. A gentle, safe and effective
method for growing strong –for every age.
www.coreflowfitness.com

Dance Meditation

An integrated
movement meditation system that is offered
both as a personal path and a dynamic
community process. Suif-influenced founder
Dunya Dianne McPherson cultivates
embodied awareness under the premise that
the body is spiritual intelligence.
www.dancemeditation.org

Dance/Movement Therapy

Qualified
practitioners have post-graduate degrees
and professional certification through the
American Dance Therapy Association.
www.adta.org

Text

Body of Sound

A playful journey into
rhythm, voice, and movement developed by
Alyssa de Caro. Elements of body percussion,
vocal toning, ecstatic dance, Contact
Improvisation, and Balinese kecak are used
for finding your personal flow state, naturally
falling into rhythm and enjoying your life and
body as a vibrational entity of awarenesss.
www.bodyofsound.com

Body Psychotherapy

Also referred to as
Somatic Psychology, registered practitioners
awaken the healing capacity of the mindbody connection.
www.usabp.org

Body Tales

The work of Olivia Corson
and Lysa Castro evokes meaningful personal
stories through intuitive movement, spoken
word, and supportive witnessing and live
performance
www.bodytales.com

ChakraDance

Australians Natalie
Southgate and Douglas Channing use
music as the energetic gateway to the seven
major chakras of the body. Remote trainings
empower over 160 teachers around the globe.
www.chakradance.com

CoCréa Connection and consciousness
raising are the intentions within this partnered
fusion practice co-created by Wren LaFeet
and Antje Shafer. Welcomed in a wide
variety of settings from festivals to corporate
boardrooms, this inquiry into balance and
leadership is a tool for cultivating peace and
creating loving relationships.
www.nomaddance.com
Conscious Salsa A playful practice that
engages multiple levels of energy. Using
the metaphor of partnership and balance,
discover rich roots of transformation.
Pioneered by the Osho-influenced Deva
Sangeet is a masculine/feminine masterpiece.
www.wavesofbeing.com
Contact Improvisation A practice for
partners or groups exploring shared weight,
balance and connection largely accredited to
innovations made by Steve Paxton and Nancy
Stark-Smith in the late 70’s.
www.contactquarterly.com
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101 movement modalities
Dancing Freedom A form of fullspectrum manifestation through movement
created by globally savvy facilitator Samantha
Sweetwater. Soul-activating life-changing
trainings in exotic locales.
www.dancingfreedom.com
Dancing Mindfulness

A therapeutic
approach to achieving mindfulness through
movement developed by Dr. Jamie Marich. A
somatic method to integrate mind and body
and bring heightened awareness where it can
be appreciated.
www.dancingmindfulness.com

Dancing the Rainbow

Tools for selfdevelopment within a movement framework
that uses color, art, world music, and the
chakra system. Co-created in the 90’s by
the multi-talented duo of Lani O’Hanlon and
Antoinette Spillane in Ireland.
www.laniohanlon.com

Dancing with Pain

Loolwa Khazzoom
developed this method based on the
miraculous results she received by dancing
during her search for relief from chronic pain.
www.dancingwithpain.com

Danyasa A flowing practice created by ecoretreat founder and movement mentor Sofiah
Thom, uniting the essence of Vinyasa with the
energy of dance. Workshops and trainings in
beautiful Costa Rica and beyond showcase
natures beauty and flow for sacred feminine
expression to fully come through form.
www.danyasa.com
Ecstatic Dance

Dance of Liberation Blindfolds are
used in the shamanic tradition to allow inner
creativity to break free. Parashakti created
this form to free emotional, mental, and
spiritual blockages.
www.parashakti.org
Dance of Oneness This form designed

This once looselydefined term has gained traction with a
global network of affiliated dances following
the guidelines developed by the Bay Area
non-profit led by Tyler Blank. Headquarters
dances in Oakland set the tone, and an
annual retreat in Hawaii is the pilgramage.
www.ecstaticdance.org

Ecstatic Expansion “Share the dance”
in harmony. Expand your soma-skills and
awareness to deepen your capacity to fully
experience yourself, relate to others, and
amplify your personal freedom, growth
and joy on the dance floor and beyond.
Contribute to the overall connectivity within
your dance community.
www.harmonygates.com/ecstatic-expansion.html
Feldenkrais

The methods of Moshe
Feldenkrais guide people of all abilities
through precisely structured movement
explorations that involve thinking, sensing,
moving, and imagining. The active expression
is called Awareness Through Movement.
www.feldenkrais.com

Flow Arts

A big area of innovation. Any
form of movement or fire arts that involves
manipulation of flaming wicks, poi or staff
work for the purpose of attaining the state
of ‘flow”. Tools to introduce your family to
embodied movement. www.nafaa.org

Flowetry in Motion Movement practice
and integral consciousness philosophy
created by Monica Blossom that centers
on embodying the flow of life through
simultaneous surrender and active
participation.
www.facebook.com/FlowetryInMotion
Gyrotonic Expansion System

Romanian ballet dancer Juliu Horvath devised
this system in response to his own injuries.
Gyrotonics is done on specialized equipment
and Gyrokinesis exercises only require a mat.
www.gyrotonic.com

Hellerwork

A system of somatic education
and bodywork that follows Ida Rolf’s lineage
of Structural Integration. Joseph Heller base
his interpretation on the inseparability of
body, mind, and spirit.
www.hellerwork.com

action theatre

by Banafsheh Sayyad combines elements of
Persian, Tribal, and Flamenco dancing with
the philosophies of Yoga, Tai Chi, Sufi Ritual,
and the poetry of Rumi, and Hafiz.
www.namah.net

Dance Our Way Home

An awardwinning holistic dance practice for women
developed by Erica Ross in Toronto.
www.danceourwayhome.com

Dance Your Bliss

A lighthearted
approach to body-centered expressive
therapy created by Rachel Fleischman. Music,
movement, and voice complement art making
and journaling.
www.dancingyourbliss.com

Dances of Universal Peace Developed
by Sufi teacher Samuel Lewis as a path
toward peace through the arts. A library of
over 3,000 traditional circle dances from all
cultures is explored at weekly gatherings
around the world.
www.dancesofuniversalpeace.org

Azul
Amara Pagano
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101 movement modalities
Hoop Dance The general term for all

forms of hula hooping, also well a respected
movement modality and considered one of
the flow arts. Mind-body integration and
full spectrum fitness for all ages. Trainings
and workshops are offered by HoopHabit,
Herohoops, Hoopnotica, and many more.
www.hooping.org

Ideokinesis Lulu Sweigart and Barbara
Clark evolved the work of their teacher Mabel
Elsworth Todd into this protocol popular with
dance professionals. This integrated somatic
approach involves sustained mental focus on
imagined actions.
www.ideokinesis.com

Laban Movement Analysis

A
vocabulary and analytic framework for the
description of human movement originally
devised by Rudolf Laban. This body of
work is highly respected and considered
foundational as it can be applied in diverse
fields such as health care, the performing
arts, sports, and education.
www.limsonline.org

LivingDance~LivingMusic

A unique
approach to dance/movement therapy
created by Dr. Danielle L. Fraenkel and
Jeffrey Mehr at their Kinections center in
Rochester NY. This accredited practice
combines breathwork, music and motion
to unleash creativity and release resistance
to vitality and wellbeing.
www.kinections.com

Integral Transformative Practice

Conceived by human potential pioneers
George Leonard and Esalen founder Michael
Murphy, this long-term program effects
positive change through a series of daily
body-mind-spirit practices.
www.itp-international.org

InterPlay

The improvisatory and expressive
forms developed by Cynthia Winton-Henry
and Phil Porter activate the human capacity
for body wisdom by evoking the spirit of play.
www.interplay.org

Jazzercise

The “just-for-fun” take on jazz
dance launched by Judi Sheppard Missett in
1969 continues to be a fitness phenomenon
worldwide. Their forward thinking business
model supports facilitators and music
producers by distrubuting early releases.
www.jazzercise.com

turning the wheel

JourneyDance

Founder Toni Bergin’s
philosophy can be summed up as “Move
your body, love your life.” Her passionate
community of trainers is spreading this
original and dynamic transformative mindbody-spirit fitness modality worldwide.
www.journeydance.com

dancing the rainbow

Kinetic Awareness

A guided experiential
study of the fundamentals of movement
created by dancer-choreographer Elaine
Summers. Relies on inflatables and is also
known as The Ball Work.
www.kineticawarenesscenter.org

KiVo– The Kinetic Voice

Connection
with the kinetic voice is the intention behind
the spirited practice developed by musiciandancer Lis Addison. Ecstatic circles of dance,
movement, and body chants bring music,
movement and rhythm into the body easing
the central nervous systme with natural
vibrational medicine. www.kivodance.com

Kundalini Dance

Shamanic ritualdance created by Australian Leyolah Antara
Dekanic. Often led by facilitator-DJ duos,
this deeply transformative and sometimes
cathartic experience is popular in Canada and
on the festival circuit.
www.kundalini-dance.com

Let Your Yoga Dance An exuberant form
of yoga and breath-based movement practice
created by Kripalu senior trainer Megha
Nancy Buttenheim. Powerful moves in an
atmosphere of levity.
www.letyouryogadance.com
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101 movement modalities

journeydance
Living Ensemble

An arts and place-based
mindfulness practice developed by long-time
movement trainer Taira Restar M.A., R.S.M.E.,
expressive arts educator and Tamalpa
Institute faculty.
www.tairarestar.com

Open Floor

Living Tango LA-based uses Argentinean

Pilates

Tango as a door to transformation. Partner
dancing reframed into a journey of selfdiscovery and connection.
www.livingtango.com

Lotte Berk Method Lydia Bach carries
on the work of somatic pioneering German
ballet dancer Lotte Berk. The method has
similarities to Pilates and yoga.
www.lotteberkmethod.net
Medicine Dance

The work of LA-based
Fred Sugerman explores inner-directed
movement for healing. Retreats to sacred
destinations and open classes are offered.
www.medicinedance.com

Middendorf Breath Experience

This
form of breath work is a gentle somatic
practice that develops the theme of letting
the breath come and go on its own.
www.breathexperience.com

Movement Medicine

A Gabrielle Rothinspired international school. Founded by
Susannah and Ya’Acov Darling Khan, this
body-based practice integrates artistic,
shamanic, scientific, and therapeutic wisdom.
www.schoolofmovementmedicine.com

Natural Rhythms A program for
cultivating the wisdom found in the forces
of creation developed by Lisa Michaels.
www.naturalrhythms.org
Nia Technique

With a training system
modeled on martial arts belts with a
movement vocabulary of 52 moves. Cofounded by visionary movement guru Debbie
Rosas, a regular Nia practice is really fun and
genuinely transformative.
www.nianow.com

This collectively developed
movement practice is a lively inquiry
cultivating common ground, common sense,
and the common good—both on the dance
floor and in everyday life.
www.openfloor.org
The program of Joseph Pilates
began at the turn of the century with New
York Ballet members as test subjects. Today
over ten million people practice worldwide.
www.pilatesmethodalliance.org

Prana Flow: The energetic living vinyasa

of worldwide yoga phenomenon Shiva
Rea, UCLA’s World Arts and Cultures alum.
Students are empowered to experience
flowing prana as the navigating source of vital
living. TJoin Sheva for transformatinal travel..
www.shivarea.com

Pure Barre

Created by dancer,
choreographer and fitness guru, Carrie
Rezabek. A total body workout with elements
of ballet, pilates and weights. Great strength
training with rhythm.
www.purebarre.com

Rolfing Movement Integration

The system of Ida Rolf restores structure
by changing the movement habits that
perpetuate imbalance. Also known as Rolfing
Structural Integration.
www.rolf.org

Rosen Method Created over the course
of 50 years by somatic innovator Marion
Rosen. Bodywork and movement aimed at
creating more space for effortless breathing.
www.rosenmethod.org
Rhythmic Movement Training (RMT)

A movement based, primitive (infant or
neo-natal) reflex integration programme.
Developmental movements, gentle isometric
pressure and self-awareness is used to rebuild
the foundations necessary to integrate
learning, senses, emotions and behaviour.
www.rhythmicmovement.com

Sensory Awareness A mindfulness
practice popularized by Charlotte Selver who
taught daily until her death at 102 in 2003.
Active practitioners worldwide.
www.sensoryawareness.org
Shake Your Soul

Through the mediums of
music and movement, Dan Leven’s body and
spirit expression teaches that the joy of dance
is healing. www.leveninstitute.com

Shen Tao Approach

A vocabulary of
movement patterns accompanied by a unique
assortment of sophisticated equipment.
www.shentaostudio.com

Shin Somatics Land to Water Yoga is a
gentle, deep and expansive practice created
by living legend Sondra Fraleigh that uses
somatic principles for optimal living, healing
and evolutionary personal growth.
www.eastwestsomatics.net
Silvestre Technique

Brazilian native
Rosangela Silvestre’s influential dance
technique. Builds on the elements of nature
and the intuition, and expression of the body.
www.silvestrelink.com

SomaSoul

A body-centered dialogue with
somatic/sensory awareness developed by
Dan Leven. Resolves stress and trauma by
synthesizing right-brain creativity with leftbrain language and narrative.
www.leveninstitute.com

SomaSource Life-cycle leadership training
with Boulder-based Melissa Michaels. Her
work with youth through elders is aimed
at liberating the creative life force through
consciousness raising embodiment.
www.bdanced.com
Somatic Experiencing The results

oriented and groundbreaking work of Dr.
Peter Levine is now helping trauma sufferers
worldwide.
www.traumahealing.com
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eastwest somatics

5Rhythms
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101 movement modalities
Somatic Movement Education & Therapy
Registered practitioners lead a variety of
approaches to awakening body awareness
through movement.
www.ismeta.org

Soul Motion The ‘movement ministry’
of Vinn Arjuna Marti. WIth a devoted
following and a passionate community of
teachers worldwide, this creative odyssey of
human relations and divine dialog through
movement is growing worldwide.
www.soulmotion.com
Soul Sweat Varied choreography is
coupled with diverse musical genres in
Chantal Pierrat’s signature fitness program.
www.soulsweatdance.com
Soul Voice The vocal practice of Icelandbased Karina Schelde goes beyond the usual
definitions of sound healing.
www.soulvoice.net

biodanza

SpiritWeaves

The self-proclaimed spirit
child of 5 Rhythms and Soul Motion. Michael
and Anneli Molin-Skelton offer a place for
dancing in a modern, urban context.
www.spiritweaves.com

SpiritDance~SoulSong An inspirational
metaphysical movement practice for body
and soul created by Moving Ventures founder
Ellen Watson, also director of Esalen’s
movement program.
www.movingventures.com
TaKeTiNa This group rhythm meditation is
an incredibly powerful tool for left/right brain
integration. The circle is a safe container to
play with the edge of entrainment and chaos.
www.taketina.com
Tamalpa Life/Art Process Using the tools
of movement and art to release blockages
and foster well-being, this work originally
born from the performances of Anna Halprin
has evolved into a global phenomenon for
social good in the hands of her daughter
Daria. www.tamalpa.org
Temple Tribal Fusion Modern-day

prayerformance artist Tenley Wallace fuses
ancient temple traditions of sacred dance,
yoga, feminine vitality, and decades of
dakini wisdom with the fine art of tribal
belly dance. Online study options.
www.templetribalfusion.com

The energetic reality practice of
New Zealand-based Bernie Prior profoundly
stirs the soul and allows a shift in awareness
towards peace and well-being.
www.bernieprior.org

The Present Movement A gift of
Maureen Momo Freehill’s lifetime of
multicultural somatic research; this intermodal
art journey celebrates nature’s holistic
spectrum of soul-body intelligence and
cultivates humanity’s flowering grace through
solo plus communal resonance with source.
www.presentmovement.com

The Groove Dance-driven fitness and fun
devised by Canadian Misty Tripoli. Teachers
offer celebratory classes for kids and adults,
and Misty leads exotic Groove Retreats for
deep community connection.
www.theworldgroovemovement.com

Trager Approach The embodiment
methods of the late Dr. Milton Trager include
Mentastics, the movement form of Trager
Psychophysical Bodywork. A complementary
form for practitioners and facilitators.
www.trager.com

The Morning Sojourn A series of
morning dance meditations delivered
remotely around the world by Portland-based
movement mentor Winky Wheeler. Writing in
the provided Sojournal anchors the practice
with self expressive art and writing.
www.themorningsojourn.com

Trance Dance

The Form

Archaic form that is often
done with blindfolds in a ritual setting, this
deeply transformative journey is currently
translated by Wilbert Alix, Parashakti and
many others around the world.
www.trancedance.com

TransDance

A potent and prayer-full
dance experience that integrates elements of
tribal motion, freeform jamming, and active
imagination. Led by Temple Arts Institute
founder Heather Munro-Pierce.
www.templeartsinstitute.com

TranscenDance A dynamic and effective
mind-body-spirit movement and life mastery
practice developed by distance coaching
pioneer and transformational leadership
expert Jennifer Joy Jimenez.
www.transcendanceonline.com
Turning the Wheel

The intergenerational
community movement set in motion by
founder Alana Shaw is growing fast and
launching somatic leaders across the country.
www.turningthewheel.org
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destiny youth performance
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101 movement modalities
Uzazu Dylan Newcomb’s language of
energy is a somatic polarity practice aligned
with the Spiral Dynamics work developed by
Clare Graves.
www.uzazu.org
VitalDanza

Created by Patricia Martello,
the Argentinean protégé of Biodanza
founder Rolando Toro. This offshoot
weaves components of Toro’s vision with
complementary holistic disciplines.
www.vitaldevelopmentusa.com

Vivid Existence A life practice and inquiry
into embodiment devised by Leela Francis,
author of “Women’s Way Home.”
www.leelafrancis.com
Wassa Dance World rhythms blend
seamlessly with traditional and contemporary
dance steps in this lively Afro-fusion dance
form Lara McIntosh created to deepen and
expand a dancer’s movement skills, body
awareness and music appreciation.
www.wassadance.com
Whole Person Drumming

sound healing

The immersive rhythm practice of Zorina
Wolf brings connection, transformation, and
personal development through full-body
engagement between the drum and your
soul.
www.villageheartbeat.com

Wowzacise The breakthrough process
of Elisa Lodge. An exploration into the
physiology of youthful aliveness done by
rolling and bouncing on yoga balls.
www.wowzacise.com
Yamuna Body Rolling Uses specially
designed balls to elongate muscles and roll
tissue. Yamuna Zake’s practice allows selfdirected bodywork that follows the body’s
own logic.
www.yamunabodyrolling.com
Yoga Trance Dance

High-energy yogadance fusion consciously brought to the
masses by superstar and high priestess of
transformational travel. Dancing across the
worldstage, Shiva Rea ingnites power and
passion with her body of work.
www.shivarea.com

Yum Sessions
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When we dance and
affirm ourselves, we
amplify the power of our
desired manifestations.
– t oni bergins,
journeydance

Improvisational live
music meets ecstatic dance! Inspired
by the nuggets in Soul Motion, Contact
Improvisation, 5 Rhythms and led by PJ
Novotny.
www.facebook.com/yumsession

Zumba

Beto Perez played a Latin dance
tape one day in the ‘90s at his fitness class in
Columbia and called the resulting madness
“Rumba-cise.” He met the Perlman brothers
in Miami, they re-branded it Zumba, and the
rest is history.
www.zumba.com

SEE THE UPSHIFT PAGES
FOR IN-DEPTH INFORMATION
ON DANCE FIRST MEMBER
MODALITIES!
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conscious dancer presents

places

1,000,001 to dance
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There are thousands upon thousands of open movement classes workshop and dance
events happening any day or night of the week, and now they are at your fingertips ...
calling you now, to let your spirt soar and express the poetry in your heart. Movement is
medicine and sometimes the smallest dose of dance makes all the difference in the world.
You are invited to join in the dance!
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global dance communities & modality networks
Editors Note: Online nodes and clearinghouses that
connect you to classes and dance communities worldwide.
Larger modalities sometimes such have more freeform
manifestations, and affiliated networks of dances may
operate under agreed-upon guidelines.
5Rhythms/Sweat Your Prayers www.5rhythms.com
Biodanza www.biodanza.us, www.biodanza.org
ChakraDance www.chakradance.com
Conscious Dancer’s MoveMap www.consciousdancer.com/move-map
CoreConnexion www.coreconnexion.net
Dancing Freedom www.dancingfreedom.com
DNE – Dance New England www.dne.org
The Dolphin Dancing Calendar (SF/Bay Area) www.dolphindancing.com
Ecstatic Dance International www.edance.org
InterPlay www.interplay.org
JourneyDance www.journeydance.com
Movement Medicine Association www.movementmedicineassociation.org
Nia Technique www.nianow.com
Northern California Dance Collective www.ncdcdances.org
Open Floor Movement www.openfloor.org
Soul Motion www.soulmotion.com
Zumba www.zumba.com

biodanza

community or collective freeform dances
Editors Note: This is a partial list of community-based or collectively-run freeform dances that are not specifically rooted in one modality or practice. While the level of space-holding and container-building varies, the ethos of
“no booze–no shoes –just move as you choose” is universal. For more listings in your area, visit our MoveMap!
Many people trace the lineage of this aesthetic back to Dance Freedom in Cambridge, Mass, where they’ve been
joyously celebrating life’s energies” since 1968.
Alaska
Bare Paws Dance Collective, Anchorage www.facebook.com/
barepaws.dance
Seward Dance Tribe, Seward www.facebook.com/sewarddancetribe

arizona
Freemotion Flagstaff www.facebook.com/freemotionflagstaff

california
Barefoot Boogie, Berkeley www.barefootboogie.net
Dance Alive, Santa Monica www.dancealive.com
Dance Church, Santa Cruz www.dancechurch.org
Ecstatic Jam, Berkeley, Berkeley, www.ecstaticjam.com
Fumbling Towards Ecstasy, Culver City www.movinground.com
Intuitive Movement Jam, Alta Dena www.IMJam.net
Sacred Dance Live, Los Angeles www.sacreddancelive.com
Sierra Conscious Dance, Truckee www.sierraconsciousdance.com
Soul Sanctuary Dance, Berkeley www.soulsanctuarydance.com
Unconditional Dance, Harbin Hot Springs www.harbin.org
Yum Sessions, San Luis Obispo www.facebook.com/yum-session

Ecstatic Dance Boulder, Boulder www.danceinthesunshine.com
Movement Mass, Boulder www.goldenbridge.org
Soul Kitchen Dance, Fort Collins www.facebook.com/
soulkitchendance
Rhythm Sanctuary, Denver www.rhythmsanctuary.com

florida
Conscious Movement, Sarasota
www.consciousmovementsarasota.com
Dances of Spirit, St Petersburg, www.dancesofspirt.com
Sacred Dance, Del Rey www.ecstaticdancecommunity.com

hawaii
Beach Dance, Maui www.beachdance.com
Ecstatic Dance, Honolulu www.ecstaticdancehawaii.com
Kalani Ecstatic Dance, Pahoa www.kalani.com

Illinois
Club Divine, Chicago www.clubdivinechicago.com
Give Peace a Dance, Chicago www.givepeaceadance.com

colorado

Massachusetts

BodyMantra, Boulder www.body-mantra.com
Communidance, Colorado Springs www.communidance.com
Conscious Dance Boulder, Boulder www.facebook.com/groups/
consciousdanceboulder

Dance Freedom, Cambridge www.dancefreedom.com
Dance Friday, Cambridge www.dancefriday.org
Dance Spirit, Northampton www.dancespirit.org
Dance Spree, Northhampton www.dancespree.org
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1,000,001 places to dance
community or collective freeform dances i continued
New Mexico
EmbodyDance Sante Fe, Santa Fe www.embodydancesantafe.org

New York
Dance On the Wild Side, Buffalo www.danceonthewildside.com
The Get Down (Get Your Dance On), NYC www.facebook.com/pages/
Get-Your-Dance-On
Freestyle Frolic, Kingston/New Paltz www.freestylefrolic.org
Dance Eden, Chestnut Ridge (monthly)
www.facebook.com/groups/danceeden
Spirit Dance, Sparkill (monthly) www.spiritdance.us
Barefoot Boogie, NYC (bi-monthly) www.barefootboogie.org

North Carolina
Asheville Movement Collective, Asheville
www.ashevillemovementcollective.org

Oregon
Coalessence Dance, Eugene www.coalessencedance.com
Dance Ashland, Ashland www.danceashland.net
Dance Quest, Portland www.somaspace.us
Dream Dance, Portland www.omculture.com
Mindful Meltdown, Portland www.pdxecstaticdance.com
Sacred Circle Dance, Portland www.sacredcircledance.com
Spiritweaves, Portland www.spiritweaves.com
Urban Boogie, Portland www.somaspace.us
Muse Dance, Portland www.facebook.com/groups/MUSEdancers

Texas
Body Choir, Austin www.bodychoir.org
Conscious Dance, Denton www.consciousdancedenton.com

Dance Evolution, Houston www.ecstaticdancehouston.com
Dancing Together, Austin www.dancingtogether.org
Ecstatic Dance, Austin www.ecstaticdanceaustin.net
Ecstatic Moondance, Dallas www.monicablossom.com

Utah
Women’s Full Moon Dance, Salt Lake City
www.facebook.com/FullMoonDance

Vermont
Vermont Dance Tribe, Shelburne www.vermontdancetribe.org

Washington State
Dance Embodied, Seattle www.meetup.com/seattletantra
Dream Dance, Seattle www.omculture.com
Ecstatic Dance, Seattle www.ecstaticdanceseattle.com
Flying Turtle Dance, Seattle www.flyingturtledance.com
Free Form Dance Dance, Seattle www.freeformdancedance.com

International
Conscious Dance Space, Totnes, Devon, UK
www.consciousdancespace.com
Divine Dance, Melbourne, Australia www.divinedance.com.au
Ecstatic Dance, Toronto, Ontario www.tribaldancecommunity.com
Ecstatic Dance Toronto, Ontario www.danceourwayhome.com
Just Dance, Vancouver, BC www.facebook.com/JDYVR
Movement Medicine, Capetown, South Africa www.
schoolofmovementmedicine.com
The Move, Toronto, Ontario www.themovecollective.org
Sacred Moves, Waiheke Island, New Zealand www.sacredmoves.com

Dance of oneness

In sacred dance, body and spirit are infused,
where there is no longer a difference, a separation
or malignant hierarchy, and they are felt as one.
– banafsheh, dance of oneness
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analog awareness

Conscious Dancer publisher Mark Metz teaching
Analog Awareness at The Green School in Bali.

Latin
Swin
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The ultimate dance-travel experience!

Flamenco

Dance
and Guitar

Oct. 18-Nov. 1, 2015
Experience the world through dance, musicand colors. Taste
the arts and live the rhythm of life in another place. Our trip
starts in Spain. 30 hours of professional dance or guitar
lessons plus cultural tour. Limited to 16 people. $3.900

nuwaveo.com • nuwaveo@gmail.com
Vist us online or call for more information 928 .707 .1379

HealthForce SuperFoods
Vital Healing Botanicals™

TA K E U S DA N C I N G !
Healthforce superfoods are wonderful companions on the dance floor –
easily Mixes in your favorite cold-brewed tea, Coconut water, or Fresh Juice.

Raw • Vegan • Gluten Free • GMO Free

HealthForce.com (800) 357-2717
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conscious dancer presents

somatic
syllabus
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Dancformative Edu’s
Antioch University Keene, NH
www.antioch.edu
California Institute of the Arts Valencia, CA
www.calarts.edu
California Institute of Integral Studies
San Francisco, CA
www.ciis.edu
Columbia College Chicago, IL
www.colum.edu
Concordia University Montreal, CA
Department of Contemporary Dance
www.dance.concordia.ca
Denison University Granville, OH
www.denison.edu
Drexel University Philadelphia, PA
www.drexel.edu
Emory University Atlanta, GA
www.dance.emory.edu
Franklin and Marshall College Lancaster, PA
www.fandm.edu/dance
Goddard College
www.goddard.edu
Hollins University Roanoke, VA
www.hollinsdance.com
Hunter College
www.hunter.cuny.edu
JFK University SF Bay Area & Costa Mesa, CA
www.jfku.edu
Kinections Rochester, NY
www.kinections.com
Lesley University Cambridge, MA
www.lesley.edu
Luther College Decorah, IA
www.luther.edu
Middlebury College Middlebury, VT
www.go.middlebury.edu/dance
Mills College Oakland, CA
www.mills.edu
Naropa University Boulder, CO
www.naropa.edu
New York University New York, NY
Tisch School of the Arts
www.tisch.nyu.edu
Oberlin College and Conservatory
Oberlin, OH
www.oberlin.edu/dance
Ohio State Columbus, OH
www.dance.osu.edu

Pacifica Graduate Institute Santa Barbara, CA
www.pacifica.ed
Pratt Institute Brooklyn, NY
www.pratt.edu
Prescott College Tucson, AZ
www.prescott.edu
Princeton University Princeton, NJ
Lewis Center for the Arts
www.princeton.edu
Rudolf Steiner College Fair Oaks, CA
Eurythmy Music and Word in Movement
www.steinercollege.edu
Sarah Lawrence College Yonkers, NY
www.sarahlawrence.edu/dance
School of Movement Medicine Totnes, UK
www.schoolofmovementmedicine.com
Sofia University Palo Alto, CA
www.sofia.edu
Skidmore College Saratoga Springs, NY
www.skidmore.edu
SUNY Brockport Brockport, NY
www.brockport.edu
Texas Christian University Fort Worth, TX
www.dance.tcu.edu
Texas Woman’s Universit Denton, TX
www.twu.edu/dance
University of California LA, CA
World Arts and Cultures/Dance
www.wacd.ucla.edu
University of Illinois Urbana, IL
http://dance.uiuc.edu
University of Michigan Ann Arbor, MI
http://dance.umich.edu
University of Oregon Eugene, OR
www.dance.uoregon.edu
Tamalpa Institute SF Bay Area
Movement Based Expressive Arts
www.tamalpainstitute.org
University of Rochester Rochester, NY
www.rochester.edu
University of San Francisco SF, CA
Performing Arts and Social Justice
www.usfca.edu/artsci/pa
Wayne State University Detroit, MI
www.dance.wayne.ed

Professional Associations
ADTA: American Dance Therapy Association
www.adta.org
ASPA: Australian Somatic Psychotherapy
Association
www.somaticpsych.org.au
Center for Mind-Body Medicine,
Washington, DC
www.cmbm.org
DFA: Dance First Association
www.dancefirst.org
DTAA: Dance Therapy Association of
Australia
www.dtaa.org
ISMETA: International Somatic Movement
Education & Therapy Association
www.ismeta.org
EABP: European Association for Body
Psychotherapy
www.eabp.org
USABP: US Association for Body
Psychotherapy
www.usabp.org
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conscious dancer presents

Growing
and
flowing

Photos: L AURA CIROLIA

We salute the many heart-y grownups who are
passionate about dance and movement and have
dedicated their focus to the upcoming generation.
Innovative and somatically enlivening programs
around the world are bringing movement to every
age and stage. A growing number of groups are
on a mission to expand dance education by bringing the parents into the picture. Family Dance
Biodanza (pictured) invites caregivers and children
to bring a playful spirit for creating harmonic relationships that grow more loving each day.
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Dance Mission Theatre Youth
Program
San Francisco, CA
dancemission.com

All About Dance Kids
Chicago, IL
www.allaboutdance.org
All That Dance
Seattle, WA
all-that-dance.com

Dance to Evolve
San Diego, CA
Chicago, IL
dancetoevolve.com

Alvin Ailey
New York, NY
www.alvinailey.org
America Dance Institute
Seattle, WA
americandanceinstitute.com
Arts Umbrella Dance
Vancouver, BC
artsumbrella.com

Destiny Arts Center
Oakland, CA
destinyarts.org

Aurora Kids
Anchorage, AK
aurorakidsak.com
Boca Dance Studio
Boca Raton, FL
bocadancestudio.com
Cami Curtis Performing Arts
Portland, OR
camicurtis.com
Camp WinnaRainbow
Laytonville, CA
campwinnarainbow.org
Collective Dance
Chicago, IL
collectivedancechicago.com
Creative Dance Center
Seattle, WA
creativedance.org
Creative Dance for Children
Ashland, OR
creativedance.me
Creative Outlets 4 Kids
Portland, OR
creativeoutlets4kids.com

Flamenco for Kids
Coral Gables, FL
furiaflamenca.com
Family Dance Biodanza
Bay Area, US
biodanza.us
Frequent Flyers Aerial Dance
Boulder, CO
frequentflyers.org
Groove School of Dance
Toronto, ON
grooveschoolofdance.com
Hubbard Street Dance
Chicago, IL
hubbardstreetdance.com
Institute for Dance Artistry
Philadelphia, PA
instituteofdanceartistry.
com
Jamaroo Kids Creative
Movement
San Francisco, CA
jamarookids.com
Joy of Dance
Toronto, ON
joyofdance.ca
Keiki Dance Club of Maui
Maui, HI
facebook.com/
KeikiDanceClubofMaui
Kids Aerial Dance Classes
Honolulu, HI
samadhihawaii.com
Kids ‘N Dance
Lafayette, CA
kidsndance.com
Kinetic Arts Center
Oakland, CA
kineticartscenter.com
Living Arts Dance Studios
Philadelphia, PA
livingartsdance.com

Dance Access/KIDS!
Oakland, CA
axisdance.org
Dance Associates Skilled Arts
Program
Austin, TX
danceassociatesaustin.com

Dance Discovery
Austin, TX
austin-dance.org

Dance! West Seattle
Seattle, WA
dancewestseattle.com
Dancing Grounds
New Orleans, LA
dancingrounds.org

Asheville Contemporary
Dance Theatre
Asheville, NC
acdt.org

Dance Complex
Cambridge, MA
dancecomplex.org

Dance Quarter
New Orleans, LA
dancequarter.com

Dizzy Feet Foundation
National, US
dizzyfeetfoundation.org

Living Arts Detroit
Detroit, MI
livingartsdetroit.org
Long Lake Camp for the Arts
Adirondack Park, NY
longlakecamp.com
Luna Dance Institute
Berkeley, CA
lunadanceinstitute.org
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Lula Washington Youth
Dance Ensemble
Los Angeles, CA
lulawashington.org
Mat-su Valley Dance
Palmer, AK
mvddance.com
National Dance Institute
New York, NY
nationaldance.org
ODC Youth & Teen
Program
San Francisco, CA
odcdance.org
Old Town School of Folk
Music
Chicago, IL
oldtownschool.org
Performance Arts Center
for Kids
Philadelphia, PA
phillypack.org
PeriChild Program at
Peridance
New York, NY
peridance.com
Philadanco!
Philadelphia, PA
philadanco.org
Star Dance School
Boston, MA
stardanceschool.com
Surfing the Creative
Boulder, CO
bdanced.com
Turning the Wheel
Boulder, CO
turningthewheel.org

dance first association

members
offerings
5Rhythms Global
Adam Barley
Alchemy Spinning
Azul
Bhakti Fest
Biodanza
Body Tales
Breema
Celebrant Foundation
ChakraDance
Conscious Movement
Continuum
Core Connexion
Dance of Oneness
Dances of Spirit

Dancing Freedom
Dancing Mindfulness
Dancing the Rainbow
Danyasa Eco-Retreat
Dj4Movement
EastWest Somatics
Erica Ross–DOWH
JourneyDance
Kinections
Kinetic Arts Center
KiVo–Kinetic Voice
Madrona Mind Body
Nia Technique
Radical Transformation
Rancho la Puerta

School of Sacred
Living Arts
SomaSource
Soul Motion
SoulWork Tantra
SpiritDance-SoulSong
Taketina
Tamalpa Institute
Turning the Wheel
The Morning Sojourn
The Synergy Studio
TranscenDance
Village Heartbeat
Wassa Dance

upshift
101
movement for

a better world

guide

5RHYTHMS
ONE TRIBE
CREATIVITY
CONNECTION
COMMUNITY
5Rhythms.com

5Rhythms Teachers are:

FLOWING. STACCATO. CHAOS. LYRICAL. STILLNESS.

Dynamic: we are energy—free,
vibrant, rhythmic, transformative
and expansive.

Created by Gabrielle Roth and practiced by hundreds
of thousands worldwide, 5Rhythms® is a philosophy,
perspective, performance art and a dynamic movement
practice rooted in the principle that if you put the psyche
in motion it will heal itself.

Individualistic: we are creative
beings exploring and celebrating
our possibilities; we are poetic,
funky and irreverent.
Tribal: we embrace connection on
the dance floor and community
around the world; we are 5Rhythms,
One Tribe.
Timeless: the 5Rhythms Maps are
primal, mystical and universal.
Embodied: movement is our
medicine, our medium, our metaphor,
our message and our meditation;
we are committed to the experience
of being in our bodies.
Waves Map Teacher Training:
Now accepting applications for
Spring 2015.
NEW! Become a 5R Sweat
SpaceHolder TM
For info email info@5rhythms.com

Movement is both the medicine and the metaphor, reaching across all languages, cultures and age groups to transform suffering into art, art into awareness, and awareness
into action.
Wherever the 5Rhythms are practiced, a community is born
to dance, to sweat, to change, to support, and to provide
a safe space for each of us to shatter the ego’s hold and
awaken the juicy, unpredictable, fascinating, edge-walking,
rock star part of ourselves that yearns to be free.

“Waves move in patterns. Patterns move in
rhythms. A human being is just that —energy,
waves, patterns, rhythms. Nothing more.
Nothing less. A dance.” – GABRIELLE ROTH, FOUNDER
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To view accredited classes and workshops in 25+ countries around the world, visit www.5Rhythms.com
5R TEACHERS ASSOCIATION ACCREDITED TEACHERS:
AUSTRALIA
Bachhi Verbiest – Waves
Belle Power – Waves
David Juriansz – Waves
Detchema Sonter – Waves
Deva Nandan – Waves
Geash Bowler – Waves
Honor Morningstar – Waves
Kat Worth – Waves
Madhuma Thompson – Waves
Meredith Davies – Waves
Michelle Mahrer – Waves
Naomi Lishman – Waves
Natalie Poole – Waves
Suzie Craddock – Waves
ARGENTINA
Kelly Satz – Waves
AUSTRIA
Eva Brunner – Waves
Verena Sacher-Graiff – Waves
Wolfgang Zartler – Waves
BELGIUM
Anne Geerts – Waves, Heartbeat
Cecile Klefstad – Waves
Chris Camp – Waves
Edo Kesteloot – Waves
Katya Verbrugghe – Waves
Luc De Cuyper – Waves
Nancy Harrison – Waves
Nele Vandezande – Waves, Heartbeat
Thea Spanjers – Waves, Heartbeat
Virginia Della Valentina – Waves
CANADA
Anne Marie Hogya – Waves
Bettina Rothe – Waves
Chantell Foss – Waves
Elise-Anne Vallieres – Waves
Erik Iversen – Waves
Evangelos Diavolitsis – Waves
Joanne Winstanley – Waves
Julie Plotkin – Waves
Kate Huband – Waves
Layah Jane Singer-Wilson – Waves
Marcia Wakarchuk Jones – Waves
Rhondda Snary – Waves
Shanti bok rye Park – Waves
Shauna Devlin – Waves

Omar Ait – Waves
Peter Wilberforce – Waves
Thierry Francois – Waves
GERMANY
Amala Petra Storm – Waves, Heartbeat
Andrea Brecht – Waves, Heartbeat
Andreas Alfons Huber – Waves
Anne Schmitt – Waves
Bettina Leuckert – Waves
Christine Maier – Waves
Claudia Hoppe – Waves
Dagmar Cee – Waves, Heartbeat
Devi Prem – Waves
Frank Hoffmann – Waves
Heera Andreas Mueller – Waves, Heartbeat
Heike Fuhsy – Waves, Heartbeat
Irene Husung – Waves
Iris Hinricher – Waves
Julia Christina Pesch – Waves
Julia Knezevic – Waves
Maja Muehlbauer – Waves
Marika Heinemann – Waves
Oliver Euchner – Waves
Rene Schaap – Waves
Roland Burkert – Waves
Romy Poquet – Waves
Sangeet John Portalski – Waves
Tom Schulz – Waves, Heartbeat
Verena Holscher – Waves
GREECE
Patty Petropoulou – Waves
HUNGARY
Zsuzsanna Kiss – Waves
ICELAND
Sigurborg Kr Hannesdottir – Waves
INDONESIA
Yiannis Thrasyvoulou – Waves
IRELAND
Caitriona Nic Ghiollaphadraig – Waves,
Heartbeat
Catherine Gaynor – Waves
Irene Ward – Waves
Paula McHugh – Waves
Sherron St Clair – Waves

Hege Gabrielsen – Waves
Kari Onstad Winge – Waves
POLAND
Joanna Hussakowska – Waves
SERBIA
Sandra Dimitrijevic – Waves
SLOVENIA
Bojana Boh – Waves
Damjan Makovec – Waves
Martina Motl – Waves
SOUTH AFRICA
Silke Losch – Waves
Xoli Fuyani – Waves
SOUTH KOREA
Woochae Cho – Waves
SPAIN
Alexandra de Willermin – Waves
Elena Maria Barquilla Panadero – Waves
Irene Hernandez Sanchez – Waves
Joan Casas Hernandez – Waves
Noelia Ruiz Revilla – Waves
Tina Friese – Waves
SWEDEN
Berit Hague – Waves
Jenny Knecht – Waves
Jonas Klingberg – Waves, Heartbeat
Leon Beckx – Waves
Prateeksha Katarina Thundal – Waves
SWITZERLAND
Andreas Troendle – Waves, Heartbeat
Bea Huesler – Waves
Beatrice Fischer – Waves, Heartbeat
Christa Zaugg – Waves
Claudia Schmid – Waves
Gabriella Johanns – Waves
Lars Kahlenberg – Waves
Lars Lindvall – Waves, Heartbeat
Margarita Lanthemann – Waves
Monika Ortner – Waves
Philip Lauppi – Waves
Ruke Wyler – Waves
Susanna Dobos – Waves
Wolfgang Ortner – Waves

ISRAEL
Adi Argov – Waves
Anouk Heike Maucher – Waves
Anat Tamir – Waves

TURKEY
Alexa Schmid – Waves, Heartbeat

COLUMBIA
Carolina Maria Rudas Gomez – Waves

ITALY
Olivia Palmer – Waves
Sara Bindi – Waves

COSTA RICA
Amber Ryan – Waves

JAPAN
Sahaja Kurashima – Waves

CROATIA
Enesa Mahic – Waves
Lucija Ana Glagolic Hora – Waves
Silvija Tomcik – Waves, Heartbeat
Thierry Francois – Waves

LITHUANIA
Andrius Zebrauskas – Waves

UNITED KINGDOM
Adam Barley – Waves, Heartbeat
Ajay Rajani – Waves
Alain Allard – Waves, Heartbeat
Alan Withers – Waves
Alex Mackay – Waves, Heartbeat
Andrew Holmes – Waves, Heartbeat
Bodhi Hunt – Waves
Bradley Starkey – Waves
Chris Boylan – Waves
Elizabeth Dunn - Waves
Emma Leech – Waves, Heartbeat
Emma Roberts – Waves
Ewelina Jendrzejczak – Waves
Francis Eliot – Waves
Gay Murphy – Waves
Gillian Galbraith – Waves
Hilary Kneale – Waves
Jason Rowe – Waves
Jean Rankin – Waves
Jessica Howie – Waves
John Porter – Waves
Karen Rose Ramsay – Waves
Katarzyna Kat Pugowska – Waves
Lorca Simons -– Waves
Neda Nenadic – Waves
Neil Pinnock – Waves

CHINA
Sheryl Feniger – Waves

CZECH REPUBLIC
Zia Slukova – Waves
DENMARK
Annette Uhlemann – Waves
Birgitte Rassmussen – Waves
Jan Redsted – Waves
Nina Ejlskov – Waves
FRANCE
Amelie Schweiger – Waves, Heartbeat
Carine Bourny – Waves
Deborah Bacon Dilts – Waves
Guillaume Laplane – Waves
Jean-Francois Granadel – Waves
Lise Merlin – Waves
Marc Silvestre – Waves

NETHERLANDS
Arjan Bouw – Waves, Heartbeat
Caroline Van de Ven – Waves
Dorine Hoog – Waves
Gaby Van Dillen – Waves
Jup Jansonius – Waves
Marc Lendfers – Waves
Mirjam Van Hasselt – Waves
Monika Korschner – Waves
Pauline van Hezik – Waves
Rian van Duijnhoven – Waves
Rimke Pepers – Waves
Ron Hagendoorn – Waves
Sietske Venema – Waves, Heartbeat
Tineke de Wit – Waves
Willemijn de Dreu – Waves, Heartbeat
NORWAY
Erik Soyland – Waves
Grete Belinda Solberg Barton – Waves

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
Lina Nahhas – Waves
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Nikki Ashley – Waves
Peter Brown – Waves
Ruth Hirst – Waves
Sarah Pitchford – Waves, Heartbeat
Shoshana Diamond – Waves
Tess Howell – Waves
UNITED STATES
Alessandro Moruzzi – Waves
Amara Pagano – Waves, Heartbeat
Andrea Adamczyk – Waves
Andrea Davis – Waves
Ann Kite – Waves
Barbara Marlowe – Waves
Bella Dreizler – Waves
Carol Sussman – Waves
Caroline Kohles – Waves
Chelsea Kaplan – Waves
Chloe Goodwin – Waves
Christina Graham – Waves
Christine Tasseff – Waves
Clay Henley – Waves
Daniela Peltekova – Waves
Daniela Plattner – Waves
Davida Taurek – Waves, Heartbeat
Debi Wright – Waves
Douglas Drummond – Waves
Ellen Watson – Waves
Emmanuelle Rolland – Waves
Evelyn Robison – Waves
Heeraa Katia Sazevich – Waves
Jason Goodman – Waves
Jay and Amber Kaplan - Waves
Jayne Peterson – Waves
Jeffrey Boynton – Waves
Jewel Mathieson – Waves, Heartbeat
Jilsarah Moscowitz – Waves
Jonathan Horan – Waves, Heartbeat, Cycles, Mirrors, God, Sex & the Body
Julia Wolfermann – Waves
Kabba Anand – Waves
Karen Ritscher – Waves
Kari Luehman – Waves
Karyn Tonkinson Gartner – Waves
Kate Shela – Waves, Heartbeat
Kellie Shannon Elliott – Waves
Kierra Foster-Ba – Waves
Laila Wodtke Nissen – Waves
Laura Martin-Eagle – Waves, Heartbeat
Linda Susanne (Susie) Haces – Waves
Lisa DeLand – Waves
Lucia Horan – Waves, Heartbeat
Margaret Wagner – Waves
Margaux Skalecki – Waves
Mark Bonder – Waves
Martha Peabody Walker – Waves, Heartbeat
Masayo Benoist – Waves
Meaghan Williams – Waves
Michelle Lampis – Waves
Peter Fodera v Waves, Heartbeat
Phyllis Kunin – Waves
Rachel Jordana Horodezky – Waves
Ranna McNeil – Waves
Ray Diaz – Waves
Rebecca Henderson – Waves
Rebekah Zhuraw – Waves
Richard Jerram – Waves, Heartbeat
Samantha Lane – Waves
Sayrah Garrison – Waves
Scotty Lewis – Waves
Sue Stabley – Waves
Tammy Burstein – Waves, Heartbeat
Tanya Goldman – Waves
Tara Lee Ford – Waves
Vehllia Tranne – Waves
Visudha de los Santos – Waves
URUGUAY
Maria Margarita Peñaloza – Waves

5RHYTHMS

FIND 5RHYTHMS IN YOUR AREA

ADAM
BARLEY

HIGH ENERGY,
CATALYTIC 5RHYTHMS®
EVENTS AROUND
THE WORLD
AdamBarley.com

ADAM BARLEY stumbled
upon a tape of Gabrielle
Roth’s music in the late ‘80s
and knew he’d found
something extraordinary.

Starting out dancing at
home with the curtains
closed, by ‘93 he was
teaching the 5Rhythms, and
went on to have individual
mentoring with Gabrielle in
the late ‘90s to teach her
‘Heartbeat’ work, creating
an international reputation
for high energy, life-changing workshops.
At adambarley.com you can
find tips on practice, integration into daily life, music
for download, and more.

Clear, high energy, and focused. I’m a rock
and roll monk, dedicated father, endless seeker,
a take-no-prisoners big cat who’s spent enough
time in the shadows to know how precious it is
to enjoy life.
If you are looking to do some really deep
healing, or to give your whole being to a
spiritual practice that rocks the house as the
5Rhythms® can, see you on the floor...”

“Subtle, powerful, no-nonsense teaching,
with a rare blend of intense presence,
command and vulnerability.”
“An incredible teacher and guide. Magic.”
“This man’s understanding of the
5Rhythms maps is sublime.”
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ALCHEMY
SPINNING

TM

DANCING TO TRANSFORM AND
EXPAND CONSCIOUSNESS
AlchemySpinning.com

INTERNATIONAL DANCER,
YOGI, TRANSPERSONAL
SOMATIC THERAPIST and
founder of Alchemy Spinning,
Raquel Boluda’s passion is to
transform trauma into healing
and wisdom by connecting to
human goodness and grace
through movement and
expanded consciousness.
PRIOR TO SPINNING...
we will work on several exercises
that combine dance, yoga and
meditation in order to connect
deeply with our own bodies,
balance the flow of energy in our
chakras and along our spines,
and root ourselves firmly in the
Earth, while charging up our
energy. This is the key to avoid
and manage dizziness.
Ongoing classes, workshops &
performance listings online.

Alchemy Spinning is a somatic practice inspired
by the ecstatic whirling of dervishes that uses
breathwork, dance, movement, yoga and chakra
meditation. It’s great for therapy, self growth,
art-making, poetic expression, group
facilitation and prayerformance.
We invite you to experience the
transformative effects of Alchemy
Spinning. Discover, expand and use true power for
healing. unleashing creativity, and fully engaging in
the co-creation of a thriving, peaceful and sustainable
culture based on love, respect and compassion.

“Alchemy Spinning is inspired by the spinning
of planets, stars and galaxies; by the movements of energy around our chakras; and by
the hypnotic whirling of Sufi dervishes”
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AZUL

TM

WITH AMARA PAGANO
AmaraPagano.com
OneDanceTribe.com

ABOUT AMARA
Trained by Gabrielle Roth, Amara has taught 5Rhythms® for 18
years and has traveled the world
spreading her unique voice in
this work throughout countries
in Europe, the Americas and
Australia.
Inspired by the spiritual
teachings of Sri Prem Baba,
Amara developed the Azul
conscious dance pracMce and
the Awakening Love Trilogy. She
is also the founder of the global
conscious movement community
OneDanceTribe.
AZUL TEACHER TRAINING
program begins in November
of 2016.
For a full calendar of workshops, Awakening Love
Trilogy locations and Training
visit amarapagano.com

Azul is a conscious dance practice that utilizes a
psycho-spiritual approach to the soul’s journey combined
with the power of movement to awaken love.
The image of Azul is an upward spiral where we do the
work of embodiment to awaken the heart, creating space
for healing, transforming our suffering into self
knowledge and awakening
the Self, until we come to
fully experience ourselves
as love.
The work of Azul is
offered in classes and
workshops and in the Awakening Love Trilogy, a series of
week-long retreats designed to support deep personal
transformation offered in locations around the world.

“Amara is the dance in it’s purest form, her light
and love...There are no words” – SHELLEY KYLE
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Utiizing the power of
movement to awaken love

BHAKTIFEST

COME BE UPLIFTED
THROUGH SACRED
MUSIC, YOGA AND
CONSCIOUS
COMMUNITY!
BhaktiFest.com

Bhakti Fest is a vehicle for
evolution of human consciousness through a heart-centered
revolution. Sing and chant
with top artists from around
the globe. Practice and study
with expert yoga teachers.
Attend enlightening wellness workshops with worldrenowned presenters. Come
sing, dance, play and immerse
yourself in this beautiful
community and experience!

Bhakti Fest Midwest, June 26–28. 2015
Bhakti Fest West, September 10–13, 2015
Bhakti Fest is one big celebration of love offering
a heart opening experience like no other.
It’s the largest gathering of yoga & conscious
music leaders from around the globe.
Get details and tickets at bhaktifest.com

“ …what a gorgeous gathering
of high conscious BEings at
Bhaktifest…I can honestly
say it was one of the best
festivals I have experienced
thus far.” – CATHERINE SCHERWENKA,
ONENESS TRAINER/MEDITATOR
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BIODANZA
THE POETRY
OF HUMAN
ENCOUNTER
Biodanza.us

“ I was interested in creating a system to
stimulate the joy of being alive, to enhance
the integration between mind and body
and to strengthen the connection between
human beings.” – ROLANDO TORO, CREATOR
BECOMING A BIODANZA
FACILITATOR
A Biodanza Facilitator completes
a 3-year training of 30 weekend
workshops, presents a thesis, and
completes supervised facilitation.
Each facilitator brings a unique
passion and flavor to every dance
journey.
“Biodanza is a way to share what
is marvelous about the human
experience with others.”
–Rolonado Toro
COME DANCE WITH US
Your 2nd class is always free.

Biodanza is a life affirming transformational movement
practice. It combines carefully selected music from around
the world with vibrant heart-opening exercises. A weekly
Biodanza practice creates a sense of joy and aliveness,
enriches our relationships, awakens creative expression
and expands our capacity to live in the present.
Biodanza The Rolando Toro System (RTS) of Biodanza
emerged in the 60s in Chile from the pioneering work of
Rolando Toro Araneda, a clinical psychologist and
anthropologist. It was introduced to the US in 1998.
Today there are many schools worldwide and two in the
US: east coast and west coast.
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BIODANZA

Feel alive
Feel inspired
Feel pleasure
Feel connected

FIND A BIODANZA CLASS IN YOUR AREA
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
SAN FRANCISCO

MARIN

VALLEJO

SONOMA COUNTY

BELISA AMARO
DIRECTOR, SAN FRANCISCO SCHOOL
OF BIODANZA
belisa@biodanza.us
(415) 339-8739

JULIE NEUSTADTER
Friday, 7:15 –9:15pm
Suzie Studio,
425 Irwin St., Ste B, San Rafael
biodanzajulie@gmail.com
(415) 717-3578
See website for new location in Oct.

VICKY COMBS
Tuesday, 7:15pm – 9:15pm
Artiszen Cultural Arts Center
337 Georgia St.
ww.biodanzavicky.com
(510) 725-922

ZORA COEUR DE ROY
Wednesday, 7:15pm – 9:15pm
Songbird Community Healing Center
8297 Old Redwood Hwy, Cotati
zorabiodanza.com,
zoradragonfly@gmail.com
(510) 904-2297

EAST BAY
LAURA CAMNER
BEGINNING GROUP
Wed, 8:00pm – 10:00pm
The Subterranean House,
2179 Bancroft Way, Berkeley
See website for new location in Oct.
AQUATIC BIODANZA
Check website for details
www.bodymindmoves.com
biodanza@lauracamner.com
(253) 279-4086

INTERMEDIATE GROUP
Monday, 7:30pm – 9:30pm
The Finnish Hall,
1970 Chestnut St., Berkeley
zorabiodanza.com, zoradragonfly@gmail.com
(510) 904-2297

A metaphysical
movement medicine
for our time.
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ZORA COEUR DE ROY
OPEN TO ALL
Tuesday, 7:30pm – 9:30pm
Studio 8th,
2525 8th St., Berkeley
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BODY TALES®
BRING YOUR
STORIES TO LIFE
BodyTales.com

COME HOME TO YOUR
BODY AND BRING YOUR
STORIES TO LIFE
We invite you to learn more
about Body Tales and more about
Authentic Movement — a related
movement practice. Follow your
movement, free your stories; gain
skill in integrating and expressing
essential body wisdom. You are invited to expand your creative and
healing capacities by trying out
our classes, workshops, retreats
and private sessions. Come see
Body Tales in action — check out
a performance!
EAST BAY & NORTH BAY
We offer ongoing classes, monthly
groups for women, workshops
and retreats in several beautiful Northen Califorina settings
throughout the year. Join us for
in-depth training, Soul repair,
creative renewal and deep rest in
nature and a loving environment.

Body Tales is a creative and healing practice that
integrates movement, voice and personal storytelling.
This unique form combines elements of dance, theater,
therapy and expressive arts. It encourages and supports
an embodied value system in which the well-being of
the Earth is central. Body Tales brings people together
from varied walks of life– including educators, artists,
therapists and professionals in many arenas – and
welcomes diversity in ethnicity, spiritual practices, age,
sexual orientation, body size and physical ability, etc!

“With humans, stories matter. Stories
weave the fabric, sometimes whole, sometimes torn, of every family and culture.
When we move and speak our embodied
stories, and they are received and valued,
we reclaim our humanity.” – OLIVIA CORSEN
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BREEMA
THE ART
OF BEING
PRESENT
Breema.com

BREEMA
VISIT OUR CLASSES &
WORKSHOPS
The emphasis is on experiential
learning that you can apply
and benefit from in your daily
life. No prior bodywork experience is necessary, but please
be comfortable sitting
and working on a padded floor.
INTENSIVES
Attend any Intensive at the
Breema Center or in Europe for
an optimal opportunity to immerse yourself in practicing “the
art of being present” with an
international group of students.
CONTINUING EDUCATION
The Breema Center is approved
to offer continuing education
for MFTs and LCSWs by the
California BBS (#PCE5069),
massage practitioners and
bodyworkers by the NCBTMB
(#145251-00), and registered
nurses by the California
BR(#CEP3852).

Breema ® is a simple, natural form of touch and
movement supported by universal principles. The aim
of Breema is to bring us to a tangible experience of
presence. The more you are present, the more you
can connect with yourself, with others, and with all life.
Breema bodywork and Self
Breema movements offer ideal
support for practicing body-mind
connection and the art of being
present, by working with and
experiencing the Nine Principles
of Harmony. Practicing Breema
allows you to stay connected to
yourself as you support others.

“When we let go of assumptions of
separation, we let go of force.”
– JON SCHREIBER
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CELEBRANT
FOUNDATION
& INSTITUTE
LEARN CEREMONY
& RITUALS
CelebrantInstitute.com

Become a Certified
Life-Cycle Celebrant
For over a decade, professional Celebrants have
co-created and officiated at
millions of personalized and
meaningful ceremonies for
all beings. Celebrants
enjoy their interesting,
heart-warming, socially
conscious and moneymaking practice.
Certifications for:
• Wedding Celebrant
• Funeral Celebrancy
• Ceremonies for Healing
& Transition
• Ceremonies Across
the Life Cycle
• Masters in Celebrancy
Celebrants are trained
professionals who believe in
the power and effectiveness of
ceremony and ritual to serve
basic needs of society and the
individual.

Start a new career as a Celebrant! We offer lively,
enriching,educational programs taught via our stateof-the-art, live, real-time, online distance learning
teacher-to-student, Web-based classes. With our
distance learning education classes we offer courses
that are taught by our highly trained and seasoned
Celebrant teachers.
The Celebrant Foundation & Institute is dedicated to
educating people about the importance of ceremony
and rituals marking the important transitions in life.
We pioneer the widespread use of relevant, customize
ceremony to honor the fullness of the human experience
across the life-cycle. Inspired by nature and the human
body, our teachers bring somatic awareness to their teaching and illuminate the hearts role in being a celebrant.

“ For a society to be healthy, people must significantly
mark the milestones in life through ceremony and
ritual. – CARL JUNG, SWISS PSYCHIATRIST & PSYCHOTHERAPIST
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CHAKRADANCE

TM

RHYTHM FOR YOUR SOUL
Chakradance.com

CLASSES
In a room lit only by candle-light,
we dance to music specifically
created to resonate with each of
our 7 major chakras. Our attention is turned inwards, for unlike
most other dance practices,
Chakradance is all about connecting with our inner world.
Drawing on the wisdom of Jungian Psychology, Chakradance is
a dance for healing and self-discovery. We use the creation of
personal ‘mandala art’ as a way
of anchoring our experiences
back into our conscious world.
Over 160 trained facilitators, in
22 countries around the world,
offer Intro (1 hour) and Celebration (3 hour) classes, and also
9-week cycles (intro, then a
week per chakra, then an
integration class–all 1.5 hrs)

Facilitate healing dance, for yourself & others.
Chakradance is a form of nourishment for your true
self – for your soul. Dancing to chakra-resonant
music, you are guided into your own inner dance
of release and re-connection. It offers a kind of
liberation. It feels like coming home.
Our Facilitator Training is all home-practice based
(using downloads of guided classes, workbooks,
and one-on-one telephone coaching) so you can
do this training at home, anywhere in the world.
Step One is a short Discovery course, to give
you enough of a taste of it to see if this feels right
for you.

“Fascinating insights into the effects of
movement on the chakras…and a wonderful
experience!” – DR DEEPAK CHOPRA
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ARGENTINA
Buenos Aires

Saskatchewan

Andrea Botti

AUSTRALIA
ACT
NSW

Michelle Chant
Corinne Badet
Corinne Khamis
Douglas Channing
Irene Roberts
Jenna Laird Goff
Jenny Blue Dyson
Jenny Curtis
Kerry Grezl
Lisa Hollands
Navina Harrower
Rebecca Tapp
Stacey McDonald
Toni Lackey
Victoria Parsons
Yvette Gent
Queensland
Danii O’Connell
Krishna Lee Dodds
Lavinia Kernke
Leanne Nash
Linda Olsen
Michelle Lincez
Natalie Southgate
Natasha Robinson
Pammy Houser
Paula Wells
Rosemary Stade
Rosy Jones
South Australia Annette Shelley
Joanne Howard
Keryn Sheehy
Lucy Barrett
Sharon Hooper
Susie Allen
Tasmania
Ruth Casper
Victoria
Anna Kelly
Annabel Mason
Charlotte Young
Christina Davidson
Jess Lawrence
Lauren Neilsen
Samantha Redlich
Sara Brooke
West Australia Anne-Marie Hoyne
Helen Ferrara
Jacqui Bonshore
Jane Fitzgerald
Jayi Turnock
Shirley Motteram
Susannah McAlwey
BELGIE
Cielle
CANADA
Alberta

Susanne Danielson

Claudine Crook
Leanne Armson
BC
Avichi van Campen
Barbara Simone Wallick
Ocian Flo
Sonia Chernochan
New Brunswick Kathryn Ashton
Tracy MacKenzie
Ontario
Jacynthe (Jaz) Villemaire
Kim Dower-McGurrin
Linda Pizzale
Quebec
Line Leduc
Nicola Goddard
Rose Khoury
Sandra Piccinini

DENMARK
Denmark
Jylland
ESPANA
Andalucia,
Granada
FRANCE
Isere

Bonnie Wirth
Connie Wolbaum
Paula Webb
Roxy Blackmore
Signe Mathilde Sorensen
Suzannah Hansen

Alexandra Langeveld
Monique Mahn

Paris
Rhone Alpes

Elodie Lalechere
Patricia Nascimento Delorme
Veronique Thomann
Stephanie Pelerin

GREECE
Attica

Nicola Goddard

HUNGARY
Pest

Alma Pirner

INDONESIA
Bali

Brandy Lee

IRELAND
Roscommon
South Ireland

Emer Dunne
Clare Sheehan
Dee O’Connor
Elaine Clancy

MALTA
Malta

Catherine Galea

MEXICO
Mexico City

Adriana Castilla

NEDERLAND
Heel Nederland Kirsten Westerkamp
Susanne Danielson
Yvette Visser
Noord
Eveline Couvee
Zeeland
Alexandra Langeveld
NEW ZEALAND
Canterbury
Sharon Hooper
Hawkes Bay
Vicky Reisima
Otago,
Canterbury
Robyn Vintiner
Taranaki
Denise Hall
Karen Selby
Waikato,
Auckland
Phillippa Sherry
NORWAY
Stavanger

Zoe Toussaint

SOUTH AFRICA
Both Capes
Jasmin Lee Tupper
Dorianne Storm
Gauteng
Christa Kleynhans
Elsi Meyer
Jayn Roxton-Wiggill
Marlene Nortje
Jayn Roxton

SWITZERLAND
Switzerland
Corinne Badet
UK
Avon
Bedfordshire
Kent
Lancashire

Alison Todd
Tori Simmons
Elisabeth E Newton
Sarah Swindlehurst
Emma Gibson
Greater London Cassandra Lee
Scotland
Zoe Toussaint
Wiltshire
Helly Doel
USA
Arizona
Arkansas
California

Emma Porter
Lileith Achey
Christy Mujica
Darryl Johnson
Gail Johnson
Ji Hea Kim
Kimberly Gallap
Mary Luz Oscategui
Tami Duncan
Theresa M Monson
Colorado
Nola L. Dieringer
Wendy Bradshaw
Connecticut
Barbara Gagnon
Florida
Charlotte Capitano
Helle Barr
Sandra Aguiar
Georgia
Donna L. Elliott
Laurie Regina Oliver
Mary Jahntz
Robin Cook
Hawaii
Christina Lagasse
Illinois
DonNette A. Rizzo
Lisa Faremouth Weber
Maryann Hesse
Razena (Ze ) Unwin
Sandra Regina Guassi
Iowa
Cynde Huffman
Maryann Hesse
Maine
Brenda Colfer
Danielle Genter-Ray
Maryland
Devra Janelle-Giles
Massachusetts Christabeth Ingold
Genie Lee Perron
Stacey Beaudreau
Michigan
Andrea Sulak
Lisa Faremouth Weber
Montana
Kathy Samson
New Mexico
Maebi Richards
Meredith Eisenberg
New York
Andrea Botti
Bridget Dean
Jean E. Wilcox
Miesha Larkins
North Carolina Catherine Anderson
Susan Melchione, MSW
Ohio
Andrea Sulak
Nita-Rose Augsbach
Oregon
Anna Doogan
Hyla LeAnn Hitchcox
Pennsylvania
Lori Patterson
Rhode Island
Stacey Beaudreau
Texas
Dorci Leissner-Hill
Virginia
Alma Phillips
Emily Wells-Perritt
Washington
Christina Lagasse
Geraldine Banes
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CHAKRADANCE

C H A K R A D A N C E C L A S S E S , C Y C L E S & R E T R E AT S

CONSCIOUS
MOVEMENT
WHERE SPIRIT
RUNS FREE

ConsciousMovementSarasota.com

Conscious Movement is an opportunity for
you to connect to YOUR spirit, YOUR soul
through movement. We dance barefoot,
without speaking, so we can reconnect to our
true spirit, our true soul. Through the healing
vibrations of the sound, we move through and
WITH our emotions in order to grow, to open,
to heal and to increase our awareness and our
consciousness.
“My purpose in life is
to connect people
and to support people
on their healing path,
through movement,
music and magic.
Peace, love and joy.”
– KATHY ORAVEC,
Facilitator of Conscious
Movement & certified
Nia instructor

“ I step into a circle of dancers. I am a
dancer and I am danced. There I drink
the nectar of the void of time and space.
There I leap into the shadows wild in
my self. Alone and together. I am a
dancer and I am danced.”
– POEM WRITTEN ABOUT CONSCIOUS
MOVEMENT BY LARISA BYELY
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Conscious Dancer Magazine
is published for members of the
Dance First Association

Join the
MoveMent
For A
better worlD!
www.ConsCiousDAnCer.CoM
www.DAnCeFirst.org
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CONTINUUM
MOVEMENT
THE ART OF
SELF RENEWAL

PHOTOS: WWW.LAURENDEVON.COM

ContinuumMovement.com

ELEMENTS OF CONTINUUM
BREATH: All movement originates
with breath. Our history and
patterns are all maintained in the
movement or inhibition of breath.
Our creativity and all mobility
whether physical, emotional or
spiritual are enhanced by the
dexterity of breath.
SOUND: Sound is audible breath,
penetrating the density of locked
tissue. It eases mobility while
releasing areas of stagnation and
stress. By coupling sound with
movement, we increase the agility
of both.
MOVEMENT: A full range of
non-patterned movement, from
dynamic full-bodied expression
to subtle micro-movements,
stimulates neurological growth
and vibrancy. Undulating wave
motion permeates tissue,
softens boundaries and amplifies
sensation.

Continuum is an extraordinary awakening to the fullness of
what it means to be alive. In Continuum we experience the
interconnection of our origins with the larger currents of all organismic life, beginning with the first cell and ultimately layered
into the intricacies of human form. One aspect of the entire
human system is comprised of a vast communication network
within our bodies.
Continuum uses movement, the dexterity of breath, the
resonance of sound and the value of meaning to amplify and
refine this far-reaching communication with ourselves, others
and our world. We become liquid streams capable of a vast
range of resources moving through domains of burgeoning life.
Liberated we are encompassed by a world of creative inspiration fed by the passionate fire of universal love.
Continuum offers a wide range of classes, workshops, retreats
and professional programs for movers, shakers, practitioners
and teachers of all kinds. There are Continuum teachers and
practitoners world-wide. Contact us for more information.

“ Movement is what we are, not something
we do.” – EMILIE CONRAD, FOUNDER
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CORECONNEXION
TRANSFORMATIONAL
ARTS
®

EXPRESSIVE MOVEMENT PRACTICE
WITH EVA VIGRAN,
M.A. SOMATIC PSYCHOLOGY

CoreConnexion.net

CoreConnexion is dedicated to the indestructible
and luminous human spirit that lives at the core of
all of us. The more we sense ourselves, the more we
know our bodies and the more we know ourselves. In
CoreConnexion classes we activate and revive our
innate resources for pleasure, resolution, and a
fulfilling life. Our bodies have the ability to remember
the flow of life energy. The studio becomes a
playground for meditation and insight into life
patterns, an opportunity to expand our movement
repertoire and reclaim our aliveness.

EVA VIGRAN, has taught
movement and expressive
arts since 1992 and provided
teacher training throughout
Europe, Canada and the US
since 2002.

LOCAL & INTERNATIONAL
CLASSES, WORKSHOPS &
FACILITATOR TRAININGS
Join ongoing classes, workshops
& facilitator training in Berkeley,
California, Canada, Germany,
New Zealand and Switzerland.
Visit us online for complete
CoreConnexion program info.

“My intention is to create a space for all of us to
connect to the core and explore our creative
potential because I believe that an individual’s
personal growth and awareness also serve to
support and expand global consciousness.”
– EVA VIGRAN, CREATRIX OF CORECONNEXION
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DANCE OF
ONENESS®

LOVE YOUR BODY
AND YOUR SELF
AND LIVE AS
A LOVER
Banafsheh.org

INTERNATIONALLY ACCLAIMED
IRANIAN BORN SACRED DANCER,
transformational teacher and
founder, Banafsheh has performed
and taught extensively in North
America, Europe, Turkey and
Australia. With an MFA in Dance
and an MA in Chinese Medicine,
she has initiated thousands into
their body wisdom, consistently inspiring and motivating people with
movement’s dynamic healing and
freeing powers. Her life has been
devoted to empowering people
through the creative process,
inspiring them to free themselves
and to transform their daily lives
into sacred, loving art that makes
them feel FULLY ALIVE.
Based in LA, Banafsheh teaches
regularly at Esalen, Omega,
Kripalu, Hollyhock and other renowned centers in North America
and Europe. Find her workshop
offerings online.

“Banafsheh is one of the greatest sacred
dancers I have seen.” – DEEPAK CHOPRA
Explore your being as an embodied
channel of love through luscious movement and stillness. Gain practical tools
to feel at home within yourself, accessing
peace and ALIVENESS in ANY situation.
Dance of Oneness is a joyful and loving
way to fully embody Divine Spirit and live
more freely, passionately and in service in
the world. A fusion of rigorous technique,
self-expression and spiritual embodiment,
Dance of Oneness is a contemporary synthesis of Sufi Ritual
and Dervish Whirling, Flamenco, Persian and Modern dance,
Tai chi and Chi gong. Mystical teachings from the East and
West, the poetry of Rumi, Divine Feminine wisdom, Gurdjieff
Work and Chinese Medicine are the theoretical groundwork
of Dance of Oneness. Certify in the pioneering wholistic
modality, Dance of Oneness.
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DANCES OF
SPIRIT
TM

UNLEASH YOUR SOUL,
BECOME YOUR DANCE!
DancesofSpirit.com

FREE FORM MOVEMENT
UPLIFTING MUSIC
SACRED SPACE
SAFE ENVIRONMENT
CONSCIOUS COMMUNITY

LILLIE CINTRON
is the Creator of Dances of
Spirit. Her mission is to facilitate an alternative venue for
people to connect, express,
shift and flow through their life
experiences into more creative,
mindful and joyful living.

Dances of Spirit is an intense and fulfilling experience
of shamanic trance dance where intuition defies physical space and mental confinements.
We feel the divine presence flowing within us as
we go deep through inner exploration. Our soul’s
rhythm leads us to find ourselves and awaken our passions. We pray, we let go, we surrender and we soar.
We release and we play. We connect to each other’s
energy and dance together as ONE in joyful celebration of our divine essence.
Join us and watch your life unfold as you surrender
your spirit to the dance.

“In the beginning of times, rhythm and movement
had no form or structure. We were all free!
And with such intention, we pursue our dance.”
–LILLIE CINTRON, CREATOR
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DANCING
FREEDOM

EMBODY YOUR
FREEDOM.
LIVE ONENESS.
DancingFreedom.com

JOIN US FOR A LIFE-CHANGING
JOURNEY INWARDS...
to the depths of your body and
soul wisdom and outwards to
your evolving contribution to life,
humanity and consciousness itself.
DANCING FREEDOM
FACILITATOR TRAINING
offers you the wisdom we have
gained over 27 years of practice,
research and teaching, and all we
have learned through the last five
training cycles, during which we
have worked with 110+ Dancing
Freedom Facilitators.
It has been designed so that you
can immerse yourself fully, embody
the practice with every cell of
your being, and gain all the tools
needed to facilitate movement for
a better world.
We believe in YOUR vision of a
better world through dance.

Dancing Freedom is a global community of people who
love to dance and are passionate about co-creating a
better world. Our training blends deep somatic, ecstatic
and shamanic movement work with collaborative
leadership training, soul empowerment, sacred ceremony
and community mentoring.
We support you to deepen and widen into your psychosomatic awareness and skillfullness, your emotional
intelligence, your mindfullness, your compassionate responsivity, and your resiliency as a leader and community
co-creator. We provide an initiatory container to assist you
to further mature as a loving adult and visionary steward.

“ I have danced because it was in me to
do so–the most natural and unavoidable
expression of my soul.”
– SAMANTHA SWEETWATER, CREATOR
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DANCING FREEDOM

FIND DANCING FREEDOM IN YOUR AREA
UNITED STATES
ARIZONA
Ashley Klein – Sedona
David Reichenbach –Sedona
COLORADO
Lotus – Boulder
Ana Cladny – Colorado
MAINE
Lea Moon – Portland
MICHIGAN
Miriam Dowd – Ann Arbor
MINNESOTA
Teresa Reid – Minneapolis
PENNSYLVANIA
Betsy Reiling – Pittsburg
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
Sarah Mackota – Santa Cruz
Sarita Vasquez – Santa Monica
Atasia (Kenneth Ferguson) – LA

Eden Trenor – Pt. Reyes
BAY AREA, CALIFORNIA
Lyndsay Morris – Bay Area
Carolyn Scoville – Bay Area
Mary Shindler – Bay Area
Rebecca Elswit – San Francisco
Ben Flanigan – Oakland
India Harville – Oakland
INTERNATIONAL
Peter Appel – Jakobstad, Finland
Magalie Bonneau-Marcil
Nancy Parker
Nature (Nate Hogan)
Rebecca Reeves
Samantha Sweetwater – CA, USA
& International
Sheya – Costa Rica & International
Susan Marjanovic – Bay Area, CA
& International
Hilde Nijs – Belgium

CANADA
Alicia Graham – Vancouver
Helen Patison – Vancouver Island, BC
Kalibri – Riondel, BC
MEXICO
Ethan Feldman – San Miguel de
Allende, Guanajuato
AUSTRALIA
Lydia Moralda – Melbourne
Richard Tronson – Melbourne
Adrian Mornaila – Sydney
Monica Blossom – Sydney
Sean O’Carroll – Melbourne
UNITED KINGDOM
Sarah Bullock – London
THAILAND
Daisy Kaye – Thailand

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
Erin Hampson – Arcada
Christopher Campbell – Middleton
Jia Love – Middleton
Ayla Nereo – Nevada City
Earthy Beaudry – Concow
Jennifer Jerebek – Mt Shasta
Lali (Leslie) Knowles – Grass Valley
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DANCING
MINDFULNESS
FACILITATOR
TRAINING &
MINDFULNESS
RETREATS

DancingMindfulness.com

FACILITATOR TRAINING
Becoming a certified facilitator
through Mindful Ohio, Dr. Marich’s
continuing education program,
requires attendance at a three-day
facilitator training. Trainings are
offered at several locations around
the country. Within the first weekend, you are facilitating Dancing
Mindfulness under supervision by
Dr. Marich or an approved affiliate.
Recommended study given for
enhancing your practice and
taking it into your community.
Dancing Mindfulness
LIVE (the video) is available for
you to bring a full-length Dancing
Mindfulness session right into your
home or studio. A perfect way
to discover if training in Dancing
Mindfulness is right for you!
Mindfulness Retreats
Come and dance on retreat with
Dr. Marich and other Dancing
Mindfulness enthusiasts! For more
info visit www.mindfulohio.com

Mindfulness is the ancient practice of noticing without
judgment. We utilize movement as the primary channel
for cultivating mindful awareness. Developed by Jamie
Marich, Ph.D., a master clinician, writer, and educator in
the field of mental heath and trauma, Dancing Mindfulness is not ‘dance therapy’, rather, the attitudes of mindful
meditation guide this moving practice.
Dancing through seven primary areas of mindfulness
in motion: breath, sound, body, story, mind, spirit, and
fusion—participants tap into their body’s own healing
resources. Appropriate for both community and clinical
settings, facilitator trainings emphasize the principles of
safety and trauma competency.

“ When we practice mindfulness through
dance, we discover our creative
genuineness. In finding the joy of
genuineness for ourselves, we can’t help
but to share it with others.” – DR. JAMIE MARCH
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DANCING
THE
RAINBOW

HOLISTIC WELL-BEING
THROUGH MOVEMENT
LaniOHanlon.com

TRAINING COURSES
Dancing the Rainbow training
courses have been running in
Ireland since the early nineties. Cocreated by Irish women, Antoinette
Spillane, a yoga, voice teacher and
artist, and Lani O’Hanlon. a dancer,
poet, writer and colour therapist.
Dancing the Rainbow is a creative,
healing and soulful course that
combines physical theatre, yoga,
movement, art, colour therapy and
creative writing in a dynamic and
subtle fusion that transforms life
experience, dark and light, into art.
Dancing the Rainbow by Lani
O’Hanlon, Mercier Press, 2007 introduces the DTR movement practice
which is a subtle fusion of movement,
yoga, physical theatre, music, sound
and colour therapy.

Our intention in Dancing the Rainbow is to truthful
in our expression of ourselves through dance.
We allow the body to move from the inside out,
leaning into fears and disabilities, stiffness and rigidity, into the bones, joints, flesh, muscles, sinews and
fluids of the body. We explore our physical body as
a creative map. The body expressing itself truthfully
is the living sculpture of all that has shaped us. The
dance becomes a living art as we express our soul
through the movements we make. Our thoughts are
still and our movements are the movements of birds
and animals and winter trees. In this way we recognise each other and in this moment, we are free.

“We can learn to tune our body instrument
and let playful movement and expression of
ourselves create harmony and healing in all
dimensions of our lives.” –ANTOINETTE SPILLANE
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DANYASA
ECO-RETREAT
MOVEMENT ARTS
SANCTUARY IN
COSTA RICA
Danyasa.com

Eco-Retreat

Owners SOFIAH AND
BRENDAN JAFFER-THOM
invite you to visit Danyasa
Eco-Retreat and to get out of
your head and into your bodies
and nature!
As the founders of Danyasa
Eco-Retreat and Yoga Arts
and as well as creators and
co-founders of Envision Festival, and with over 30 years of
combined experience in Costa
Rica, they promise to guide you
on a Costa Rican journey that
you will cherish for life!

Danyasa Eco-Retreat is an ecologically friendly retreat
space and sanctuary for exploration and transformation in the beautiful lush nature of Costa Rica. Our eco
retreat oasis is located in Dominical, two minutes from
the beach and the warm Pacific Ocean, at the base of
rain-forested mountains where the Baru River meets
the sea. Home to the Bamboo Yoga Play studio, we
offer movement classes, workshops, teacher trainings
and rejuvinating retreats in the natural beauty of Costa
Rica. Danyasa Eco-Retreat invites you to visit,
dive in and open to experience the boundless creative
life force that naturally wants to move through all!

“We offer an ecologically friendly retreat
space for exploration and transformation
through movement, relaxation, adventure,
and a connection to community, to nature
and to self!” – SOFIAH & BRENDAN JAFFER-THOM, OWNERS
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DJ 4
MOVEMENT
LEArN TO DJ
fOr MOVEMENT
CLASSES
dj4movement.com

Learn to DJ for your
MOVEMENT CLASSES
– from absolute beginner
to creative mastery.
Created by internationally
renowned 5Rhythms® teacher
Adam Barley (see www.adambarley.com): unlike all the other
how-to-DJ videos out there,
these are designed for specifically for movement teachers
rather than for night-club DJ’s.

Are you teaching movement classes? Using a laptop
or tablet to DJ your music? Want to get better at that?
Friendly, down-to-earth tutoring through online videos
walks you through the whole process in 3 sections:
1. Getting Set Up: choosing optimal gear, organising
music, setting up software, etc.
2. Basic DJ Skills: getting you to the level of simple
but professional competence, manageable no matter
how techno-phobic you are!
3. Go Creative: loops, beat-matching, harmonic mixing,
samples etc – all the stuff that professional DJs use, but
tailored for you as a movement teacher.

“This is a masterpiece. All questions I had about Traktor answered
in one place. Things which were scary and out of my limits are
becoming simple and manageable, as everything is shown step by
step. It’s an amazing support in my work. What a relief to have all
this knowledge available.” – OLGA MiESzCzANEk
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EASTWEST
SOMATICS
INSTITUTE

YOGA, DANCE,
AND MOVEMENT
EastwestSomatics.com

INTUITIVE DANCES
SOMATIC BODYWORK
LAND TO WATER YOGA
AND MEDITATION

• Flow Repatterning
• Workshops for Personal
and Professional Growth
• Summer and Winter Retreats
• Home Stay Mentorships
• Recieve RSMT, Registered
Somatic Movement
Therapist through Eastwest
and ISMETA,
(see www.ismeta.org)
• Yoga Certification
(RYT 200 and 500 hr)
through Yoga Alliance
www.yogaalliance.org

Eastwest Institute features Shin Somatics®
an approach to healing and personal transformation
developed by Sondra Horton Fraleigh through
her teaching of dance and movement, integrative
bodywork, philosophy and meditation. Her work
is informed by her certification in the Feldenkrais®
Method — as also her study of Effective Communication, Japanese Butoh, Yoga, and Zen meditation.
Moving with nature is the core principle of Eastwest
Somatics – just as nature allows everything to be itself,
to grow and to change.

“ As an educator, somatic movement
specialist, and author, Sondra outshines
them all. Her workshops are infused with
brilliance that cuts to the core of somatic
integration.” – CATHERINE SCHAEFFER
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ERICA ROSS
DANCE OUR
WAY HOME

DAILY DANCE–
VIRTUAL PROGRAM
EricaRoss.com

“ Erica’s unique
dance medicine
arises from living
a creative wildat-heart feminine
path for over four
decades.”

A LIFE JOURNEY
Dance Our Way Home™ is the
synthesis of Erica’s life journey,
her delivery system for her
soul work. It is her gift for the
enrichment of the female soul.
Erica recognizes the truth that
the human body is a tremendously creative and powerful
instrument and that practicing
awareness and relaxation offers
an abundant flow of inspiration
for self-expression. Erica’s devotional practice is simple– keeping
her heart open, regardless. She
has a passionate love affair with
dance, relaxation, community,
and divine feminine imagery
and mythology as a healing and
spiritual path.
COMMUNITY IS KEY
Erica is DJ and co-founder of
Toronto’s ‘The Move Dance Collective’, a weekly ecstatic dance
gathering for men, women and
children.

Dance Our Way Home™ is an award-winning ecstatic
dance practice based in Toronto. DOWH is:
• A safe and sacred space for women to SHINE and realize
their magnificence!
• A holistic dance practice; touching body, mind, heart
and soul.
• Infused with inspirational themes, affirmations, wisdom
teachings, and expressive arts.
• Rooted in spiritual principles; Earth-based and Divine
Feminine spirituality, Buddhism & Shamanism.
• A community of women who will accept and meet you
just as you are.
DAILY DANCE – Groove into Greatness, Erica’s newly
co-created virtual program, brings a daily ecstatic dance
practice into the lives of men and women worldwide.

“ My philosophy is ‘healing through unconditional love’.
I believe that each one of us is unique and precious,
with our own perfect pace and way of unfolding.”
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– ERICA ROSS, FOUNDER

JOuRnEy
DAnCE
EMBODy,
EMPOwER,
ExPREss,
ELEVATE!

JourneyDance.com

BECOME A FACILITATOR
Module 1: JourneyDance Apprentice Training–JourneyDance Flow
& Qualities as a Personal Practice.
Module 2: JourneyDance Guide
Training– The Processes, Rituals,
and Holding Sacred Space.
Module 3: Certified Facilitator
Training–Tapping Inner Resources,
Workshop Design & Facilitation.
Mentorship program available
between modules.
JOuRnEyDAnCE PhILOsOPhy
RITuAL focussed intention
and expanded awareness makes
magic
IMAGERy and gestalt processes
take us on an inner journey
MusIC is the portal to emotion
and limitless energy
CREATIVITy is the unique
expression of each soul
AFFIRMATIOn we see with
compassion and align with our
highest potential

JourneyDance™ is a conscious dance form created
and developed by Toni Bergins, Self-Esteem Expert
and Joy Activator. JourneyDance combines freestyle
and structured movement to inspire you to get out
of your mind and into your body and heart.
The JourneyDance Flow leads participants on a
ritual journey of physical and emotional transformation. Through breath, sweat, and expression, they
gain a palpable experience of themselves as pure
powerful energy.
In JourneyDance, we dance without mirrors to
release judgement of ourselves and others.
JourneyDance is not about learning steps, it’s about
revealing, recovering and re-discovering your natural
intuitive movement. We activate imagination and utilize diverse forms of freestyle improvisational dance,
yoga, ritual, theater, and shamanism to a soundtrack
of inspiring world music, creating a barefoot ecstatic
celebration of the human spirit.
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JOuRnEyDAnCE

Find these and hundreds of other Journeydance™
Certified Facilitators, Guides, and apprentices in your area
www.journeydance.com!
Northeast

southwest

Julie Barnes - Boston, MA
Lorena Norwood - Greenfield, MA
Edwin Ortiz - Boston, MA
Corey Green McLaughlin - Salem, MA
Lisa Buell - Johnson, VT
Joan White Hansen - Charlotte, VT
Raji Kelley Simpson - Maine & New
Hampshire
Rebecca Foster - Providence, RI

Shannon Mairs - Dallas, TX
Katie Toohil - Dallas, TX
Aubrey Monk Warren - Dallas, TX
Zet Baer - San Antonio, TX
Angie Braswell - San Antonio, TX
Adelle Brewer - San Antonio, TX
Joanie Brooks - San Antonio, TX
Sasha Zeilig - Tulsa, OK
Joanna Carichner - Tucson, AZ

NYC area

southeast

Jeanine T. Abraham - New York City, NY
Rachel Frank - New York City, NY
Yiska Obadia - New York City, NY
Courtney Tribble - Hudson, NY
Kathleen Morris - Albany, NY
Joy Cline Okoye - Princeton, NJ
Alicia Genovese - North Haven, CT
Kristen Helal - Mystic, CT
Joanne Brendle Keane - Newtown, CT
Carla Ricci - Norwich, CT

mid-atlaNtiC
Jade Groff - Philadelphia, PA
Wendy Rosner - Philadelphia, PA
Kelly Stanley Thomke - Allentown, PA
Denise Van Briggle - Middletown, PA
Nicole Mastroianni - Baltimore, MD

Nina Hersher - St. Louis, MO
Barbara Gail - Nokomis, FL
Sonia Hankin - Ft. Lauderdale, FL
Janet Lee Stinson - Safety Harbor, FL
Carol Joy Suhr - Pompano Beach, FL

Northwest
Cherie Thompson - Portland, OR

iNterNatioNal
Pascale Arsenault - Montreal, QC, Canada
Rodrigo Gonzalez - Mexico
Tammy Hayano - Tiajin, China
Lykke Junker - Norway
Monika Nataraj - Thailand

“You are the Prayer:
your body, your
movement, your
breath. You are
the Goddess: your
passion, your
emotions, your
sensual heart.
You are the Inner
Shaman: your
power, your
intentions, your
life’s journey.”
– TOnI BERGIns, FOunDER
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KINECTIONS
CONNECTION
NOT PERFECTION
Kinections.com

FOUNDED IN 1984 BY DR. FRAENKEL

Alternate Route Program to
Certification in Dance/Movement
Therapy and Continuing Education
Summer Courses begin in June.
LivingDance~LivingMusic™
Summer excursions
to Corfu, Greece
Experience deep and creative connections to self and others while you play
with fundamental elements of dance
and music in Corfu, that island...”with
waters like the heart beat of the world.”
6 UG credits through the University of
Rochester. 3-4 alt rt credits and
3.6 – 6.0 CEUs for clinicians.
Only minutes from the Ionian Sea,
nestled among olive groves, fruit trees,
rolling hills, and surrounded by the
magical light of Corfu, the Ouranos
Club provides delightful spaces for
improvisational dance, music in the moment, and art–making. Flowers and local
vegetation add to their charm.
Facilitated by Danielle Fraenkel, Ph.D.,
BC-DMT, Jeffrey Mehr, MA, Missy Pfohl
Smith, MFA.

LivingDance~LivingMusic™ – attests to the healing
inherent in dance and music and boosts our innate
human desires to grow and create. No dance experience is necessary. What emerges is up to you and
the collective unconscious.

“Such a profound experience!
LivingDance~LivingMusic...heals me like no other....
LivingDance~LivingMusic is a gift to me and the
world, and I just feel blessed to be a part of it and
experience it.” – MICHELE, PSYD. CANDIDATE
“ Kinection”, between participants and in the group as a whole, was
a unique experience of flowing openness…dancing to music that
forms itself according to how you express yourself on the dance
floor, and vice versa, is an amazing experience that takes you
really deep.” – PETER, YOGA TEACHER, FINLAND
“ In LivingDance~LivingMusic, “energy and actively linking breath
and movement in the moment not only leads to connection, but
also creates a crucible of discoveries: from the personal to the
spiritual and from the creative to the heightened ability to focus
during meditation.” – ELAINE, COUNSELOR, NEW YORK
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5RHYTHMS
KINETIC
ARTS
GABRIELLE ROTH.COM
CENTER
CIRCUS – FITNESS –
INSPIRATION

KineticArtsCenter.com
785 7th St., Oakland, CA
(510) 444-4800

ANY AGE CAN FLY AND BE
PLAYFUL IN OAKLAND
Kinetic Arts Center is located at
the corner of 7th and Brush in
Oakland. We offer classes for all
ages starting at 18 months to 99
years. Come by, we can’t wait to
meet you!
CLASSES, DAY CAMPS, AND
SPECIAL PERFORMANCES
All of our classes and camps
boast a high teacher to student
ratio, and our faculty are all expertly trained facilitators—most
of whom also perform in our epic
periodic spectaculars.
PUNCH CARDS AND
AFFORDABLE DROP-INS
We believe in making it easy for
you or your kids to enjoy the fun.
Our punch card system allows you
to attend whenever you want and
only pay for classes as you use
them. We offer gift cards too!

“This place ROCKS! I want a community
for me and my kids — where we can
exercise our bodies, hearts and souls.
This place feels just plain warm with
laughter, love and the flush of exercise.”
– ELSA S, Parent, Berkeley
The Kinetic Arts Center offers and produces inspiring
circus, physical theatre & fitness programs for everyone!
With a circus arts, clowning, and child development
focus, we take kinetic movement and the flow arts to a
higher plane. Non-competitive, safe, fun and collaborative—our classes build community while developing skills.
Confidence building and creative expression are two
key benefits from our classes. Feeling at home in the
air helps you feel at home anywhere and prepares you
for taking leaps and bounds on the stage of life. Yay!
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KiVo:
THE KINETIC
VOICE®
SING! DANCE!
CELEBRATE!

KiVoKineticVoice.com

KINETIC VOICE FOUNDER
LIS ADDISON is a composer,
vocalist and dancer in service
to the practice of song and
dance as transformational
tools. She teaches us to use
the body as an instrument to
heal, clear stuck energy and
bring joy, through circle song/
dance celebrations, ceremonies and invocations. The goal
is to strengthen and empower
the individual which in turn
strengthens the community
and society.

“One of the most powerful trainings
of my life. – BENTLEY KALAWAY
KiVo: is a contemporary version of an ancient
practice that connects us to our ancestry.
It conjurs a tradition that unites us with nature,
spirit and the community through chant and
movement.
Learn to move rhythmically with others in a
circle, creating a unified whole that works in
unison, in counterpoint and individually. Using
structure and form, improv and exploration, the
power of your voice and body will be revealed.
Feel the familiar past and the uncharted
future with KiVo: The Kinetic Voice.
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MaDrona
MinDBoDy
inStitute

your SanCtuary
for ConSCiouS
DanCe & Living
Port toWnSenD
WaShington
MadronaMindBody.com
360.344.4475

Madrona
MindBody
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“Gorgeous space, a templelike feel, so fun to move,
dance and play within….
and the owners and
teachers are all high
quality superheroes.
What’s not to love?”
– LeIF hansen
spark International

“Wassa and Wassa Dancers loved our delicious
weekend at MMI. We’re
thinking of moving in...”
– Lara McIntosh
Founder,
Wassa Dance
PLeaSe viSit our WeBSite
for uPCoMing offeringS

Come. Dance. Smile. Play.
Let go... and watch your spirit soar.
Here, your passion for life awakens, allowing your
authentic voice to be seen and heard.
Madrona is a hearth-space to build your modality!
This is a place where confidence builds, eyes sparkle
and the vibrancy of a community~in~motion awaits.
Discover one of the West Coasts best-kept secrets.
A Northwest gathering space for creative movers,
leaders, and thinkers from around the world. Located
in Port Townsend, Washington; offering an unmatched
combination of natural beauty, world-class meeting
and movement spaces, exemplary healthy food, and
434 acres of saltwater beaches, wooded hills, and open
fields. It’s a place where the land stops, the sea begins,
and the possibilities keep going.
Residential and non-residential options available.
Join our vibrant community of movers & shakers!
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Nia

THROUGH
MOVEMENT WE
FIND HEALTH
NiaNow.com

A Unique Training For
A Life Of Joy
One of the most unique
aspects of Nia is the belt
system for teaching people
to become trainers. Nia has
a belt system of intensives
in 50+ hour segment formats: White Belt, Blue Belt,
Brown Belt, and Black Belt.
The courses cover topics of
somatic theory, philosophy
and movement practices
with an emphasis on sensation awareness, experiential
anatomical research, and
meditative visualization.

Awaken the
Joy of Movement
in Your Body!

Nia: A Somatic Fitness Lifestyle From the moment
you begin a Nia class you are propelled into a new
level of dance workout that improves health and fitness
on many levels: physical, mental, emotional and spiritual, incorporating movement styles using elements
from the martial arts, dance arts, and healing arts.
The Nia Experience When you walk into a Nia class
the celebration of life begins. Classes are taken barefoot to allow the body to be acutely aware of sensation. Designed to be pleasurable, Nia simultaneously
gives you a safe, yet rigorous cardiovascular experience. During a Nia class you feel as if you’ve stepped
into a new dimension where you get a workout while
celebrating your own creativity and self-expression.

“ An emotional fitness odyssey, Nia is
just plain exhilarating.” – NY TIMES
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SCHOOL OF
SACRED LIVING
ARTS WITH
SOFIAH THOM
A FUSION OF DANCE,
YOGA, & EXPRESSIVE
HEALING ARTS
ROOTED IN THE
DIVINE FEMININE
SofiahThom.com

This offering is intended for
women ready to develop a deep
spiritual practice embodying the
Divine Feminine...
• Immerse yourself in a spiritual
science created to provide lifelong tools in the practice of the
Sacred Living Arts.
• Receive guidance in a step by
step, interactive practice made
to support you, wherever you
are in the process, wherever you
are in the world!
• Access to sisters when you need
support.
• Take your time, budget your
funds, teach your own students!
• Your teacher, Sofiah Thom, is a
4th generation spiritual teacher,
trained dancer, certified yoga
teacher, performer, business
owner and entrepreneur will
guide you every step of the way.

School of Sacred Living Arts Offerings:
ROOTS OF GODDESS WISDOM: Your introduction to the path.
Intention. Dance and Yoga. Meditation. Mudra.
MAGNETIC GODDESS IMMERSION: Your time to uncover the
resistances to living your YES! 20 hours YA credit.
ADVANCED TEACHER TRAINING: Connect with the Divine
Feminine through Goddess Embodiment. 100 YA hrs
GODDESS FASTTRACK: Personal Coaching for women.
Unique tools and lasting connections on the path.
1-1 EMBODIMENT MENTORSHIP: Support in the subtle art of
accessing divine femininity in the modern world.

“ Are you a lover of yoga and movement?
Are you called to be a Temple Keeper,
Movement Arts Facilitator,Conscious
Feminine Leader? I hope to dive deeper
into the realms of the Sacred with you…”
– SOFIAH THOM
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SOMASOURCE

®

WITH MELISSA
MICHAELS & FRIENDS
Birthing a Generation
of Embodied Leaders
www.bdanced.com
303-415-0272

“We are dedicated to our collective renewal
through the liberation of the creative spirit.”
—MELISSA MICHAELS

Through the arts of body, heart, and soul, this work
supports individuals and diverse communities as they repair
and move into collaborative service and leadership.
Our leaders are empowered to move into the world from a
place of deep kinesthetic connection with themselves, their
people, the earth, and all of life.
ABOUT OUR FOUNDER
Melissa Michaels, Ed.D., is the
Founder and Director of
SomaSource Educational Programs, Surfing the Creative®
International Rites of Passage
Programs, and Golden Bridge, a
not-for-profit organization dedicated to improving and empowering the lives of diverse people
through rites of passage journeys,
mentoring, and community support. Melissa is a first generation
teacher of 5Rhythms® along with
being a registered Somatic
Movement Educator and
Therapist (ISMETA).

At the foundation of all of our programs are somatic,
dance-based processes that educate people about how to
renegotiate trauma and shock in the body; how to express
oneself in radically authentic and life serving ways; and how
to access one’s vision, one’s will, and ultimately one’s capacity
to practically implement one’s creative work in the world.
Our work around the world involves body-centered events,
workshops, and trainings that invite individuals, groups, and
communities into an intimate and direct dialogue with their
challenges and ultimately their gifts. Together, we are creating
waves of peace through movement from schools in our inner
cities, to refugee settlements, to the United Nations.
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SOUL
MOTION
CONSCIOUS
DANCE
PRACTICE

SoulMotion.com

ELEMENTS OF SOUL MOTION
The dancer moves through four
relational landscapes using three
core movement principles:
• Dance Intimate – we move alone
• Dance Communion – we move
with one other
• Dance Community – we move
with everyone
• Dance Infinity –we move our
practice to the everyday life
THREE CORE PRINCIPLES
• Pause Presence– a meditative
relaxation practice that allows
the dancer to slow down, align,
and recharge.
• Orbit Orientation–the dancer is
encouraged to consciously move
in all directions with equal attention and without preference.
• Echo Inspiration– dancers are
guided to use each other’s movements to inform & inspire them.
PLEASE SEE WEBSITE FOR
CLASSES & WORKSHOPS

Soul Motion™ –Conscious Dance Practice is an
effective and accessible transformational movement
program. Designed to open the mind, relax the body
and stir the soul of all who step onto the dance floor.
Soul Motion leaders guide people to:
• cultivate awareness, presence, and stillness
• make meaningful contact with themselves and others
• express themselves spontaneously and authentically
• move in ways that feel nourishing and supportive
Soul Motion is open to everyone, regardless of physical ability, fitness or prior dance experience. Are you
seeking a mindfulness practice through the exploration
of movement ? Then please join as we
delve into the richness of this experience.

“ This is a moving meditation that
makes living and life a loving
proposition”– VINN ARJUNA MARTI
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SOULWORK
TANTRA®

EMBRACE
BODY-HEART-SOUL
IN COMMUNION
WITH GAIA
SelfSoulCenter.org/training

Tarot of Transformation

Body: Rediscover play and
innocence, honor & inhabit your
unique vessel through dance,
movement, and embodying the
five elements.
Heart-Mind: Experience the joy
of being alive, balance feminine
& masculine energies, transform
your critic into support with guided heart focused meditations,
creative arts expression, inquiry
and dreamwork.
Soul: Unite with the larger field of
love, guidance and Gaia through
embodied spiritual practice.
Teachers: Mariam Baker– a
spiritual midwife for the mystic journey who activates the
sacred feminine; Suzanna Yahya Nadler- a dancing dervish
who materializes in the form of
a movement therapist; Raphael
Rod Birney- a localized field of
awareness integrating meditation
& depth psychology.

“Deepen your compassion. Love the wounded
places in you that need healing. Open yourself
to the grace of illumination. Give freely of your
joy. Share your neighbor’s burden.”
– MOINEDDIN JABLONSKI, FOUNDER

SoulWork Tantra® is a path to freeing the body,
heart and soul into greater presence and embodied spirituality. It’s unique use of embodied active imagination brings together the three primary
levels of consciousness - divine, human and instinctive into a cooperative and mutually supportive
process whereby our inner life may be realized,
manifested and shared.
Practitioner Training: Attend the retreats and receive individual mentoring with one of the teachers.
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SPIRITDANCE
SOULSONG
AWAKEN TO YOUR
POSSIBILITIES
THROUGH SONG
AND DANCE
MovingVentures.org

COME DANCE, SING AND
EXPRESS YOURSELF DURING
ONE OF SEVERAL INSPIRING
RETREATS HELD EACH YEAR
AT ESALEN IN BIG SUR CA
AND IN BALI INDONESIA
SpiritDance SoulSong brings
ancient healing into the modern
world with the practices of Moving Meditation, Ecstatic Dance,
Body Prayer, Sound Healing and
Singing. Your Body is a Musical
Instrument ~ empowering you to
be fully vibrant at any age!
TEACHER’S TRAINING
Daily QiGong practice, SpiritDance class, SoulSong class,
Nada (sound class), Training
booklet, 2 disk compilation of
music, shared hotel accommodations, 2 delicious meals daily,
welcome dinner & farewell party,
1 Mimpi Herbal Salt Scrub Spa
Session, 1 Full Moon Temple visit
Instructors: Ellen Watson,
Daphne Tse, & Ronan Tang

Around the globe, Conscious Dance is joining yoga
as a preferred wellness practice, for both physical
and metaphysical fitness. The SpiritDance Practice is
accessible to all ages, levels of experience and fitness.
SpiritDance/SoulSong promises to: open your heart,
free your breath, strengthen muscles and bones, build
strength, enhance flexibility, and free your voice. A full
body, mind, and spirit workout!
Empowered to use your voice, you WILL discover
the ‘Your Body is a Musical Instrument’, and that
keeping it tuned will keep you in vibrant, dynamic
physical and metaphysical health. Singing and dancing
are the oldest spiritual practices weaving the fabric of
community life in tribes and villages around the planet.

“ Open the door in the center of your
chest and let the spirit fly in and out.”
– RUMI
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TAKETINA

THE INTERSECTION
OF CHAOS THEORY,
NEUROSCIENCE
AND MOVEMENT
Taketina.org

Curious about TaKeTiNa?
To locate a class in your area visit
www.taketina.org
TaKeTiNa – The Yoga of Rhythm
Experience the deeply profound
and neurological effects of Taketina
developed by founder Reinhard
Flatischler.
North American Contacts:
San Francisco
Contact James Word
jamesword@gmail.com
Atlanta
Contact Colleen Caffrey
colleen@drumrise.net
Boston, MA & Alameda, CA
Contact Elaine Fong
enf1234@att.net
Become a TaKeTiNa Teacher
Enrollment for the 5th U.S.
TaKeTiNa teacher training will
begin in Fall, 2014. Learn more at
www.taketina.drumrise.net

TaKeTiNa is a group process for activating human and
musical potential through rhythm. Your body is the
instrument – you are guided into voice, steps and claps
to create layers of rhythm.
Your innate rhythmic awareness can be reawakened in
Taketina, as it conveys rhythm in a way that is accessible to
everyone – by direct physical experience of fundamental
rhythmic movement.
In the realm of music, TaKeTiNa can help you to stay
in the “groove“ and “flow“ and to develop improvisatory
and compositional abilities
In daily life, TaKeTiNa can help you to enter a state of
deep relaxation; stay focused for very long periods and
you deal creatively and effectively with chaotic phases.

“ TaKeTiNa came out of my own desire
to connect healing with music”

– REINHARD FLATISCHLER, FOUNDER
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TAMALPA
CELEBRATING
35 YEARS OF
EMBODIED
CREATIVITY
AND HEALING

PHOTO BY RICK CHAPMAN

Tamalpa.org

MOVEMENT AND DANCE
Movement is the body’s
primary language. We believe
that movement/dance is for all
people a way to connect deeply
and authentically, and to live a
more embodied and creative
life. What are the dances that
our souls call for?

Tamalpa Institute, founded in 1978 by dance and
expressive arts pioneers Anna Halprin and Daria
Halprin, offers a certification program and workshops
in the Life/Art Process, a movement-based expressive
arts approach that integrates movement/dance, visual
arts, performance techniques and therapeutic practices.
Enter into life/art dialogues
as a moving, imaginative, art-based
process. Use artistic processes
and the expressive arts to explore
and deepen your relationship
to psychological life, to social issues
and to creativity itself. Explore
the living myths and metaphors that
speak to your life.
PHOTO BY LAURENCE DEMONT

THE BODY
We live in and through our
bodies. The body contains
and reveals our entire life
experience. It is through
the body that our physical,
emotional, mental and spiritual
levels become connected.
It is through the body that we
come to know ourselves and
the world. Expression, healing,
change and transformation
are acts of embodiment.

“If your body could speak, what
would it say?” – DARIA HALPRIN
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THE
MORNING
SOJOURN

WHAT HAPPENS
WHEN YOU START
YOUR DAY
WITH DANCE?
TheMorningSojourn.com

June 15-26th 2015
January 11-24 2016
The Structure: Dancers gather in
silence for a short sit, allowing the
movement to arrive from a place of
stillness. There isn’t any guided instruction... Just each of us meeting the
music, the dance, and the
unfolding day together. We exit in
silence. Simple. Profound.
Dance solo, in a studio or include
friends/communities by becoming
a host. Supported by a cutting edge
website this unique program includes:
individual online presence/registration,
fee percentage, customized
Sojournals, daily streamed music,
print-ready promotional graphics.
For more information contact
winky@TheMorningSojourn.com

Imagine waking up and moving first thing.
Imagine as you step into the dance other people
are doing the exact same thing. Together we move
to the same music, holding our intentions in good
hearts and adding our unique gesture to a dance
flowing around Earth.
How would it change you? Join us and find out!
Supported by a cutting edge web site that streams a
daily play list to you, this program offers a dance immersion no matter where you live. A shared structure,
and a customized Sojournal provides Soul MotionTM
infused movement guidance and creative inspiration.
A closed Facebook group connects us further.
Started in 2012, in Portland, Oregon, our circle
continues to expand. Move with us across timezones
and continents.

“My relationship with the morning will never
be the same!” JULIANA O’BRIEN, TX
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THE SYNERGY
STUDIO
TM

MOVEMENT FOR EVERYBODY
TheSynergyStudio.com

THE SYNERGY STUDIO is
known as a leader in the field
of movement education. A Nia
training center with two resident
Nia trainers, the studio hosts multiple intensives a year, as well as
weekend playshops. Synergy has
a resident year-round trainer in
Transformational Breath®, holding
workshops, trainings and breath
groups. Also home to the Yoga
Yoga School, a Yoga Alliance
certified 8 month program for
aspiring yoga teachers. Attracting masters in their field, we are
putting San Antonio on the map
in the movement, health, and
wellness industry.
Presented “Best Place to Move
in Downtown” by the Downtown
Alliance for 2007-08, and “The
Best of the City Yoga/Pilates
Studio” 2013 and 2014 by San
Antonio Magazine, The Synergy
Studio is making a difference in
the community!

The Synergy Studio offers movement, health, and
wellness for every Body, through a variety of instructional classes and workshops. Presenting over 50 classes a week in Nia, Yoga, Pilates, Tai Chi, Belly Dance,
Qigong, JourneyDance™, HoopDance, Zumba, Hand
Drumming as well as Massage Therapy, Transformational Breath®, Yoga Therapy, Rolfing,Reiki and special
concerts with unique instruments, the studio is creating
a new wave of somatic education in Texas.
The Synergy Studio educats and motivats people
from San Antonio as well as travelers from all over the
United States.

“If you are seeking a high resonance movement
experience for your body, mind, emotions and
spirit, The Synergy Studio in San Antonio is
where you will find it. –DEBBIE ROSAS, FOUNDER OF NIA
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5RHYTHMS
TRANSCENDANCE

™

GABRIELLE
OPEN
THEROTH.COM
FLOODGATES
TO JOY AN
FREEDOM

TranscenDanceOnline.com

DANCE IN THE PRIVACY
OF YOUR OWN HOME,
or invite your friends to enjoy
TranscenDance™ with you
anytime you choose.

TranscenDance –The Body Vitality Program
is a life changing movement system that has
the power to guide people of all ages and
backgrounds into thriving JOY, VITALITY,

FIVE EASY TO FOLLOW,
JOYFUL AND FUN VIDEOS
provide a virtual anytime
RETREAT into your Mind,
Body, and Spirit!

FREEDOM & FULFILLMENT!
Dance In The Privacy Of Your Own Home!
~ With 5 TranscenDance™ Videos ~

Jennifer Joy Jiménez clearly
and carefully demonstrates
the physical, emotional, and
spiritual essentials of somatic
movement & conscious
dance.

D-ANCE away tense, stagnant, or blocked energy
A-CTIVATE more flexibility, freedom and joy of movement
N-URTURE your body temple and learn to love your flaws
C-ONNECT with your body wisdom and inner guidance
E-XPRESS your authentic self with greater confidence
conscious dancer magazine | upshift guide | dance first foundation
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5rHYTHMS
Village
gabrielle roTH.coM
HearTbeaT
HoMe of
wHole PerSon
DruMMing®

VillageHeartbeat.com

Zorina Wolf, founder
of Village Heartbeat

waking uP wiTHin rHYTHM
Offering drum and rhythm classes,
intensives, and rhythm boot
camps throughout the US and at
the Village Heartbeat Studio in
Sequim, WA
Stepping into the world of rhythm
in a non-competitive, open
minded, and relaxed way brings
us into the magic of the present
moment.

“ Celebrate the vitality and creativity
of drumming, and the inherent power
of rhythm to inspire, integrate and heal
us individually and in community.”
– zorina wolf, creator of whole Person Drumming

Working with the drum, our bodies, and then adding our voices,
the rhythm begins to naturally
carry us.

Village Heartbeat offers a range of courses and workshops
throughout the US and Canada. Home of Whole Person
Drumming, this curriculum takes drumming and rhythmic
training into new evolutionary territory that is as much
about personal growth as it is about musical education.

“THe DruM inViTeD You.”
We experience how rhythm
itself is a powerful path, by which
each of us are allowed to take all
the time we need to experience
and learn, and a path which
simultaneously includes/ everyone
in the ‘village’ within the healing
of the music. Come and join in.

whole Person Drumming teaches drumming and rhythm
as a path to vitality and awareness using techniques and
exercises that increase fluidity, alignment and strength and
enable embodied understanding of rhythmic structures.
Enter rhythm with the drum, voice, and movement, develop
the rhythm orchestra and repertoire and experience the
healing power of WPD for the individual and collective.
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WASSA
DANCE

MOVE IN THE
HEART OF RHYTHM
WassaDance.com

WHAT WE OFFER
Wassa Dance is offered as
ongoing classes with curated
mixes and live music sessions,
as well as in residencies, intensives and collaborations. In all
of these, what ultimately draws
people together is finding a
common rhythm. Through these
vibrations comes joy and the
power to transform.
LARA MCINTOSH started
dancing as soon as she could
walk. At a pivotal moment she
was captivated by community
based classes and the heartcentered rhythms of the African
diaspora. Lara is deeply inspired
by Babatunde Olatunji’s teachings about the universal healing
power of rhythm and lives by her
own conviction that music and
a regular physical practice has
the power to transform people’s
well being. Wassa is Lara’s given
African name meaning “one who
acts for joy and fulfillment.”

As we breathe, we are already dancing.
World rhythms blend seamlessly with traditional
and contemporary steps in this lively afro-fusion
dance form Lara McIntosh created to deepen and
expand a dancer’s movement skills, body awareness
and music appreciation.
Based on guided movement with an organic fitness
component, Wassa invites a natural way of moving
that feels good and invites dancers of all levels to
be expressive, strong, joyful, and grounded.

“ Imagine an ethnomusicologist combined
with a finger-on-the-pulse choreographer
who believes that in everyone exists the joy
of dancing. Mali meets Paris, Rio and the
streets of America. Lara teaches what is
true as the music she weaves compels you
to move.” – MARY ANN PETERS, ARTIST
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Garb
Guide

eco-sensual
Clothing &
conscious
adornments

A very special guide
for dear creatures who
love the natural luxury
of eco-sensual clothing
and inspired adornments. Colors, textures
and shapes flow with
the seasons to illuminate
and honor the generous
gifts you’ve been given
from Mother Earth.
Enter the fold and treat
your body to wearable
art and artifacts that
vibrates with the
highest intentions.
On these pages you will
meet hand–crafters and
designers who are well
informed by sacred
geometry, the five elements, nature’s rhythms
and love – all designing
beautiful and transformational garb for dance,
movement, sacred ceremony, performance,
festival life and for your
everyday amusement.

rana satori design
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A’kai Silks

Amae Love Designs

Anahata Designs

www.akaisilks.com

www.amaelove.com

www.anahatadesigns.ca

Try and catch the wind. Floating fantasy of pure dancing
silk clothing, island wear and accessories from Hawaii.
New flow toys for colorful dancemusing in nature.

Songstress merges music and fashion. Sultry Jazz-vogue
offerings including black lotus vests and peacock
inspired jewelry for poetic emotion.

Born from a love of traveling, sculpting and leatherwork.
Bali magic is translated into West Coast Culture. Shine
on in wearable sculptures.

Asli Designs

Aura

Autumn Teneyl

www.aslidesigns.com

www.aura-asia.com

www.autumnteneyl.com

Bookbinder turned leather-worker. Hand-crafted with
inlaid stones, bones and silver pieces are tooled with the
love and intention of a Guild Master.

Nia-inspired sensual, eco-conscious dance
garb for expressing your divinity.

On the go facilitator favorites! Flowing and curve loving
designs upshift any wardrobe. Bold geometric patterns
and naturally vibrant colors merge form, fit and function.

Batik Walla

BeastWares

Buddhaful

www.batikwalla.com

www.beastwares.com

www.buddhaful.com

Authentic batik designs on quality natural fiber clothing are original works of art designed to enhance the
shape of the human body.

Live boldly and have a few laughs in this feisty-fresh
whimsy-punk super shiny garb for men and women.

Modern Yogini clothing and jewelry with urban
overtones. A full range of men’s and women’s
garments for city-scape integration.

Sp ecial section: C ons cious Clothiers

CaraUcci

Chia Hats

Dark Fusion Boutique

www.caraucci.com

www.chiahats.com

www.darkfusionboutique.etsy.com

A nod to modern circus with these classic and
comfortable movement pieces.

Howl at the moon in faux fur! Super soft and lovable
headwarmers. Loads of vibrant colors and styles.
Adorable selections for little cubs also.

Rockabilly boudoir meets belly-funk cabaret
for an edgy, yet feminine historical twist.

Dark Garden

Delight Worthyn

Dervish Clothing

www.darkgarden.com

www.delightworthyn.etsy.com

www.dervishclothing.com

Corsetry and Nouveau Bridalwear for women and men.
Ready-To-Wear or Made-To-Order.

Flamboyantly ‘up-cycled’ headwear, dresses and
accessories. Explore exuberant plumage circa the
1920’S. A trunk show reinvented for a new era.

Costume dancewear with Tribal, Steampunk and
Gothic undertones. Dance, yoga, and everyday-wear

Dorawyn

Elvin Forest Creations

Entwined Paradigm Designs

www.facebook.com/dorawyn

www.elvenforestcreations.com

www.rawartists.org/entwinedparadigm

Conscious vegan collection made for powerful interactions. Made with LOVE for those, for tribal adventures.
Handmade leather accessories complete the look.

It’s a first! Swimsuit rompers. Plus custom clothing
orders made to any size. A true visionary designer who
creates garb that is bursting with a true vision.

Handmade kinetic-wear. Contact Improvisation inspired
clothing geared towards moveability, self empowerment,
and fusion of fashion and visionary art.

plus hats made by hand to merge with the beat.
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Fed by Threads

Fibershed Marketplace

Firebird Fae Couture

www.fedbythreads.com

www.fibershed.com

www.firebirdfae.com

Dress your sweetie and help to Americans in need, and
promote a cleaner environment all in one swoop. Clothes
are all organic cotton, made in the USA.

Discover a bio-regional textile culture and community.
Farm to closet artisan directory for knitting patterns,
natural dyes and clothing.

Flyaway with artisan hand-dyed silk wings and skirts,
bustles and capelets to enhance your mythic spirit.

Field Day Wearables

Florio Temple Tribal

4th Dimension Designs

www.fielddaywearables.com

www.floriotempletribal.etsy.com

www.fourthdimensiondesigns.net

Completely conscious reclaimed clothing with a emphasis
on longevity, durability, style, design and flattery from a
most desirable East Bay designer.

Dancer and designer Tenley Wallace has fresh inspiration for costume and ritual wear produced locally on
the West Coast, in studios full of love and prayer.

Inspired by intergalactic visions and nature spirits. Balance the hemispheres with mens fashions that jettison
you into deep space with a cozy jacket.

Gaia Conceptions

Glass Magpie Boutique

Gypsy Circus

www.gaiaconceptions.com

www.glassmagpieboutique.com

www.gypsycircus.etsy.com

Looking for a beautiful yet sleek drapy look? Handmade
eco-chic apparel for the global nomad. Dreamy designs
for dancing down dusty roads with purpose.

Bold screen printed geo-magical-tribal designs for
anchoring your body in an earthly way.

A collection of steamy-desert-gypsy garb hand made by
designer Sandra Lannuccilli from Montreal.
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Hard Tail Forever

Harmonic Threads

Herban Devi

www.hardtailforever.com

www.harmonicthreads.etsy.com

www.herbandevi.com

Sporty urban yoga-centric-styles with sleek form fitting
lines and fantastic colors.

Go with the flow in comfortable clothes for serious
hoopers, flow artists, dancers, and festi-goers.

Ready made or made to order eco-chic threads to your exact specs. Sexy silhouettes with an extra degree of artistry
flatter your personal geometry.

Hoopclothes

Infiniti Now Clothing

Inkspoon

www.hoopclothes.com

www.Infinitnow.com

www.inkspoon.org

Celebrate the circle with hoopdance clothing. Create
endless combinations from this edgy
clothing collective for on and off the body moves.

Wander the desert or traverse other hemispheres in
made to order garb that sings the praises of the universe.

One-of-a-kind, hand printed, organic clothing brings
your ideals to the forefront. For men and women.

Ipseity Designs

Jungle Gypsy

KAYO Anime Clothing

www.ipseitydesigns.com

www.junglegypsyfashion.com

www.kayoanimeclothing.com

Designer Keri Roberts’ emphasize a flow and freedom
of movement empowering to every woman to move
with comfort and grace.

Artistically original clothing from two travels that met andAnime comes to life in the hands of visionary Japanese
found they had a dream in common and a gift to share, designer who bridges alt-worlds with her keen eye for
Brazilian- Canadian festival fashion from the heart.
shape, color, texture and cultural currency.
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Leom Designs

Maddie Moon Designs

MahaDevi Design

www.leomdesigns.com

www.maddiemoon.com

www.mahadevidesign.com

Longtime festival and facilitator favorite, Margot is
skilled with patterns and fabrics that create meta-modern comfortable movement and yoga wear.

Bohemian Chic acro- active dance and yoga outfits
from a small design company. Styled to with movement
in mind to hold you in when you’re out there.

Movement Divas create bamboo, organic cotton and hemp
blends are the avant-garde of the sustainable clothing

Manderella Designs

Melodia Designs

Minerva’s Antennae

www.manderelladesigns.etsy.com

www.hoopclothes.com

www.minervasantennae.com

Clothing that reflects the beauty of the human form in
motion on and off the ecstatic dance floor. Homemade,
custom and organic.

Celebrate the circle around the world with hoopdance
clothing for your flow state. Create endless on and off
the body combinations.

Rachel Thomas’s designs are geared toward the dance
and performance community. Action-theater encore.

Mishu Boutique

Nia

Offrandes Collective

www.mishuboutique.com

www.nianow.com/shop

www.offrandes.com/collection2013

Wilderness wear for courageous urban pioneers. Wraps,
cowls, bodices, gauntlets and hand and foot warmers.

Designed to complement the movement modality Nia, this
line is built to move and hug your curves in a super sexy and
ultra flattering way . New seasons bring new fabrics.

Musique, art, & mode urbane. Modern visionary design
with a continental flair. An artist’s union; styles for men
and women.

industry. Maha Devi means ‘Great Goddess’ in Sanskrit.
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Ompure

Onanya

Opal Moon Designs

www.ompure.com

www.Onanya.etsy.com

www.opalmoondesigns.net

Treat yourself to a piece of heaven from this unusually
artistic and flattering collection of yoga, dance, and
lounge wear.

Indigenous Chic. Sacred geometry infused wearables,
inspired by a collaboration with a Shipibo Conibo community of the Peruvian Amazon.

Professional costume designer brings ancient mythology,
and science fiction together for a tribal sci-fi visionfest.
Goddess armor, deco lux costuming and wedding finery.

Pacha Play

Phoenix Rising Designs

Sassafras Maui

www.pachaplay.etsy.com

www.phoenixrisingartists.com

www.sassafrasmaui.com

Kickstarter favorite: Neo-tribal urban Jedi street fashion
that combines interactive art with functional play.

Warrior strength and supra-active original designs that
blur the boundaries of many subcultures. Artistically
designed with the intention to empower self expression.

Consciously supporting small factories in Bali, this steamy
line of formfitting movement wear sparks confidence and
feminine flow when tropical adventures heat up.

Prancing Leopard

Proper Playground Clothing

Queen of Hearts Clothing

www.prancingleopard.com

www.properplayground.com

www.queenofheartsclothing.com

Inspired by surfing and outdoor yoga this line has length
and space to move. Designers really know how to create
comfort plus athletic appeal. Fantastic woman’s wear too.

Sacred Geometry merges meaningfully with the city
scape to fuel magical exploration on all planes.

Body honoring elegant styles. Make a million beautiful
combos for dance, yoga and your daily flow. These pieces
travel well, and bring a touch of grace to any dancefloor.
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Rana Satori Designs
www.ranasatoridesign.com
Take your inner shaman dancing and let your spirit shine in
boldly colorful, supra-charged garb from Rana, Shamanic
Cheerleader and Santa Cruz community movement meme.

om collection

Samya Gorgona’s House of
Psy Punk Fashion
www.facebook.com/samyagorgonaclothing
Psychedelic Punk fashion for street theatre and stage.
.

Sefirah Fierce Designs

Shovava

Sivana

www.sefirahfiercedesigns.com

www.shovava.etsy.com

www.sivanaspirit.com

Gothic Victorian elegance with a flamenco twist. Custom
made performance couture and ready-to-wear styles
that have a relevant air.

Shawls with hand painted wings and other beyond beautiful offerings. Softly stylish clothing and accessories
illuminated with art by artist from Kazakhstan.

Live life comfortably with Om spirit and style. Yogamantras on clothing and jewelry for men and women.
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Spirit Tribe

Steam Trunk Couture

Style Caravan

www.spirittribe.etsy.com

www.steamtrunk.com

www.stylecaravan.com

Creating adornments of healing and vessels of love for
the goddess and warrior in each woman.

Seriously steamy antique streetwear. Arrive in a timely
fashion. Styles conceived on the wings of underground
theatre and circus.

Lovingly curated eclectic clothing and accessory
design collective inspires juicy mix-and-match
layering for movement mavens.

Sweet Skins

Tamo Design

Talismana Designs

www.sweetskins.com

www.tamodesign.com

www.facebook.com/talismanadesigns

This sweet company just got sweeter with baby-garb
and comfy maternity wear. Livable, breathable, danceable; organic cotton and hemp.

High-quality, frisky faux fur women’s, men’s, and
babies’ clothing. Walk on the wild side with a
clear conscience.

Clothing, decorative accouterments and bejeweled
adornments for hair and body. Modern tribal antique
infused with old Soul. Includes bustles and bloomers.

Tdama

The OM Collection

Timjan

www.tdama.com

www.theomcollection

www.timjandesign.etsy.com

Relaxed, friendly eco-lifestyle attire made from
natural fibers. Comfortable clothing for spontaneous
movement.

An a-musing and sophisticated selection for yoga comfort , ecstatic movement or festy action. Activate your
wardrobe with co-creative potential in one stop!

Swedish designer with heart of gold charms us with
her eclectic collection that shape shifts from darling to
daringly divine.
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Ula Sport

Utilikilts

Warrior Within Us

www.ulasport.com

www.utilikilts.com

www.warriorwithinus.com

A facilitator-favored designer who deftly weaves
elemental harmony with sensual lines, beautifully
supporting poetic movement worldwide.

Form follows function with these sleekly re-designed
kilts. Almost every possible activity can be done in comfort and style while wearing a kilt. Try one.

Sophisticated rompers onesies that fit like a bodyglove.
Sleek, sensual new designs from festy designer with
savvy style; custom sizing available. Made to move.

Velvet and Horns

Wild Skin

Violeta Villacorta

www.velvetandhorns.com

www.wildskin etsy.com

www.violetavillacorta.com

Design collective on the festival circuit now has
on-line presence. Crushed velvet bell bottom
wraps and urbandana for any moving landscape.

Tribal leather mini skirts and belts or bohemian gypsy
garments and decorations from a global traveler crafting in the beautiful mountains of Chiang Mai.

Eco-savvy World Tribe Haute Couture. Glamorous and
ultra elegant custom designs and signature pieces for the
collector of quality garb.

Womp-A-Wear

Xylem Clothing

Zhen Nymph

www.wompawear.com

www.xylemclothing.com

www.zhennymph etsy.com

The original faux fur creature wear. Be a bear, zebra,
or lion!

The whole family can wear festive, comfy and naturally
grounded clothing with eco-logical fabrics and colors.

Sun-kissed sheaths for nature-gazing. Lovely yogini
dresses, Boho romance tops, skirts and cover-ups.
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AyaPapaya

Coco Loco Jewelry

ElectroFur

www.ayaoaoaya.com

www.coconutjewelry.com

www.electrofur.com

Hand crafted royal mesh and metal body adornments carefully bejeweled with semi-precious stones and infused with
earth elements.

Organic jewelry inspired by tribal traditions and ancient
adornment. Handcrafted using natural materials from
up-cycled and sustainable sources.

Yes! You can have glowing rams horns. From
the Playa collection to the animal tail collection there is
something to glow about.

Festival Fire

Flowtoys

Guild Works

www.festivalfire.com

www.flowtoys.com

www.tdama.com

Consciously curated garb, fiery flow toys, en-Lightened accessories. Excellent up-to-date FestyGuide for
Flow Arts and Festivals.

Illuminated instruments for action, expression,
meditation and play. Fire-free flow fun. Flowing-fun for
everyone. New Pod Poi pictured.

Architecture of the air – Artist collective creating innovative fabric environments and installations
for performance and sacred events.

Lilaplay

Liquid Fire Mantra

Medicina Designs

www.facebook.com/lilaplay

www.liquidfiremantra.com

www.medicinadesigns etsy.com

Lightweight textile earrings and bracelets from exquisite Indian saris and up-cycled materials.
Add an artistic touch to your dance.

Highly respected jewelers honors all tribes under the
sun. Intricate designs show a loving spirit and deep
reverence for natures gifts.

Esoteric medicine in gemstone, feather and fur accessories– for special performance, sacred
ceremony and the unique everyday.

Snake Church

The 2 Bandits

Violeta Villacorta –Org by Vio

www.snakechurch.etsy.com

www.the2bandits.com

www.orgbyvio.com

Dancer and queen costumer Dusty Paik takes brings
her vision to life with edgy custom tribal fusion garb.
The Disco Medusa Medallions will make your day.

Certified gemologist brings the Southwest and North
America together with vintage elegance.

Journey to Amazon with Eco-designer who collaborates with
indigenous artisans to develop designer collections.
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Conscious dancer presents

somatic hot spots

Willka T’ika, Urubamba, Peru
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Transformative Travel is a true form
of movement medicine. Embarking on a quest with the intention of
reaching a new point of view calls to
our souls during times of transition.
The vast choices slim down as you
really listen to your spirit and follow
your hearts desire.
When you hear the calling and a life
changing walk-about or a soulful
sojourn is on the horizon, pin a few
of these outstanding divine destinations onto your vision board and begin creating a plan that makes your
dream come true. –The Editors
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divine destinations i continued

hollyhock, cortes island, british comumbia

Dahlonega Spa Resort

Amansala Tulum

mexico This sweet retreat gets a big thumbs
up from workshop leaders Claire Alexander and
Julia Tindall, not far from the action in Tulum,
they offer excellent accommodation and a
delicious floor for movement.
www.amansalaresort.com

Dahlonega , Ga Dahlonega Spa Resort
Dahlonega, GA Newest member of the RnR
Resorts family, this countryside retreat in the
Appalachian hill country near Atlanta is fast
becoming a favorite for workshop leaders in
the South. www.rrresorts.com/dahlonega

Blue Spirit Retreat

Danyasa Eco-Retreat

NOSARA , Costa Rica Truly a jewel in
the crown of Nosara, this deluxe destination
is a favorite of the 5Rhythms family. Built and
designed from the ground up by Omega
founder Stephan Rechtschaffen, this epic
destination features miles of remote beachfront.
www.bluespiritcostarica.com

pl aya dominical , Costa Rica
A divine destination envisioned by globe
trotting somatic movement ambassador Sofiah
Thom, and her husband Brendan Jaffer-Thom
as a place to offer their signature Danyasa
training and host to visiting visionary leaders.
www.danyasa.com

Breitenbush Hot Springs

Earthdance

detroit, Or First and foremost a wellfunctioning intentional community, this rustic
natural springs complex has geothermal heat in
every cabin. Known in the movement world for
for the annual Contact Improv gathering.
www.breitenbush.com

pl ainfield, ma Long-time leader in
somatic education and innovation, and hotbed
for activity in the Contact Improv world. This
artist-run residency and retreat center has been
hosting luminaries and offering programs since
1986. www.earthdance.net

Butopia

Ebbio

WHIDBEY ISL AND, WA We’ve written and
raved about this off the grid retreat in the wilds
butopia
of Washington, and we look to founder Maureen
‘Momo’ Freehill as an authority on all things
Eco-somatic. www.butopia.net

Tuscany, ITALY Recommended by East
West Somatics founder Sondra Fraleigh, this
continental destination combines old world
accommodation and European cuisine with
a splendid setting and floor for movement.

A wise selection that is sure to support your
mind, body and spirit on a somatic sojourn.
www.ebbio.com

Esalen Institute

BIG SUR, Ca The crown jewel of the west
coast consciousness raising circuit. Big ideas
and global movements have bubbled forth
from these cliffside hot springs since the days
of writer Hunter S. Thompson, Emilie Conrad,
Continuum and Gabrielle Roth, 5Rhythms.
www.esalen.org

Haramara

nayarit, mexico Perfect for small
to midsized groups who want privacy. This
beachside retreat near Puerto Vallarta sits
amidst a huge biological reserve and has a
spectacular floor for movement.
www.haramararetreat.com

Harbin Hot Springs

Middletown, Ca Northern California’s
supreme social soaking spot offers thousands
of acres of hiking and at least two dances every
week. Offerings such as Watsu tempt travelers
into the transformational hot and cold pools.
Multiple rooms for movement, great food and
butopia
accommodation, plus affordable camping
galore. Our publishers favorite spot to spin
records and soak. www.harbin.org.
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Hollyhock

Cortes Isl and, B.C. Renowned retreat
center in British Columbia brings together
the conscious community for destination
workshops in a spectacular waterfront setting.
www.hollyhock.ca

Kripalu

Stockbridge, MA
This cosmic crossroads and current hot-spot
was the springboard for many great careers
and modalities. Teaching the ABC’s of healthy
living to generation after generation.
www.kripalu.org

Kamara

Ubad, bali
Another favorite among our fans in the island
paradise, they offer complete and inclusive
retreat packages. www.oneworldretreats.com

Leviathan Studio

L asqueti Isl and, bC A jaw-dropping
permaculture playground in the wilds of British
Columbia built by a team led by Contact
Improv leader Mark Young. A sustainable
destination for embodied exploration and ecosomatic skills. And a real favorite with teachers.
www.leviathan.lasqueti.ca

Mayacamas Ranch

Calistoga , CA
A quiet destination for retreats and intensives.
Not far from the many Hot Springs and spas in
Calistoga and the foodie paradise that is Napa
Valley. www.mayacamasranch.com

Shankaris Bali Retreat

Denpasar, BAIL
Recommended by more than a few of our
readers, this slice of paradise offers everything
you need to host a retreat. Places like this make
hosting a retreat in Bali easier than you think.
www.shankarisbaliretreat.com

Sierraville Hot Springs

sierr aville, CA
Harbin’s sister springs in the Sierras is set in
a verdant valley amidst the pines. A favorite
meeting spot for the dusty masses on the
annual pilgrimage back from Black Rock City.
www.sierrahotsprings.org

Still Meadow

Damascus, OR
Idyllic retreat near Portland with sacred
geometry and da Vinci’s Golden Triangle used
to design the gathering spaces and dance
floor. A lovely place to bring your group.
www.stillmeadowretreat.org

Rancho la Puerta

Tecate, Mexico Rancho la Puerta Tecate,
Mexico Voted top spa retreat in the world over
and over by Travel and Leisure magazine, “The
Ranch” gets top marks from Conscious Dancer
as our favorite place to host a retreat. Absolute

paradise for movers.
www.rancholapuerta.com

The Goddess Garden

cahuita , costa rica Paradise on the
Carribean where the rainforest meets the sea,
this delightful retreat features a butttery floor
and luscious spa facilities. Recommended
by Contact Improv retreat leader Moti
Zemelman—this retreat is host to AcroYoga,
Meditation, JourneyDance and more.
www.thegoddessgarden.com

Villa Sumaya

L ake Atitl an, Peru Global Nia
ambassador Danielle Woerman says “this is my
favorite place to lead a workshop in the world.”
With its waterfront setting on one of the
highest lakes in the world this South American
sets the standard for high living.
www.villasumaya.com

Willka T’ika

Urubamba , Peru Rising high in the
Andes, this famous destination is worth the
pilgrimage. Steeped in the ancient lore of local
traditions, it’s a focal point for personal growth
and embodied transformation.
www.willkatika.com

esalen institute, big sur, california

Maya Tulum

tulum, mexico
One of the standard setting destinations in the
luxury retreats circuit, this tropical paradise
caters to your every whim.
www.rrresorts.com/maya_tulum

Menla Mountain Retreat

phoenicia , NY
Nestled in a verdant valley in the Catskills, this
high-vibe center for health and happiness has a
wealth of floors for yoga and movement. Home
of the Tibet House US, cultural center of His
Holiness, the Dalai Lama.
www.menla.org

Ojai Foundation

Ojai, CA
The council house is a room like no other,
employing the essence of sacred geometry and
locally sourced natural building materials into
the design. www.ojaifoundation.org

Omega Institute

Rhinebeck , NY
Omega Institute One of the original offramps on the cosmic freeway, this elegant and
esteemed facility has hosted everybody who is
anybody on the higher-consciousness circuit,
and continues to launch new stars year after
year. www.eomega.org

Pura Vida Retreat and Spa

al ajuel a , costa rica
This uplands retreat in may be far from the
ocean, but that allows for a high rain forest
atmosphere that is transcendent. It’s central
location makes it a must-do on any visit.
www.rrresorts.com/pura_vida_spa
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Listen to the Conscious Dancer magazine Podcast!

Awakening Your
Body Intelligence
with publisher Mark Metz

#1 Daria Halprin: Co-founder of the Tamalpa Institute
#2 Toni Bergins: Creator of JourneyDance
#3 C ynthia Winton-Henry: Co-founder of
InterPlay
#4 Samantha Sweetwater: Founder of
DancingFreedom
#5 Wren LaFeet: Creator of Cocrea
#6 L amara Heartwell: Co-founder of the
Body Intelligence Summit
#7 Fred Sugerman: Founder of Medicine Dance
#8 D
 ebbie Rosas: Visionary leader of
The Nia Technique
#9 Sondra Fraleigh: Founder of EastWest Somatics
#10 Gay Hendricks: Renowned relationship expert
and noir fiction writer.
#11 K atie Hendricks: Co-founder of the Hendricks
Institute.
#12 M ary Pinizzotto: Creator of the Freebox Everyday
Dance Video Project
#13 Sridhar Silberfein: Founder of Bhakti Fest
#14 Adelle Brewer: Founder of the Synergy Studios
#15 Dr. James Gordon: Founder of the Center for
Mind-Body Medicine

inspiring
conversations
with dynamic
leaders in
the field

#16 M aureen ‘Momo’ Freehill: Founder of Butopia
#17 Kellita: Creator of Showgirl Awakening
#18 E rica Ros: Founder of Dance Our Way Home and
leader of The Move in Toronto
#19 Adrianne Tabet: Founder of the Moving Steps
Foundation
#20 EkáyãnI: Vision & voice of Yoga on the Dance Floor
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PUT YOUR MOJO IN GEAR!

share the link! consciousdancer.com/upshift-guide
Whether you’re going to find your
5th rhythm, set your yoga to a beat,
or put your soul in motion—we’re
sure there’s a movement modality
listed here that resonates with your
passion and purpose.
Our Upshift Guide is really just the
tip of the iceberg. Conscious Dance
is recognized worldwide as a hereto-stay phenomenon for so many
good reasons.
“Movement for a better world” is
more than our tagline, it’s our way of
life. You’re part of it, and we’re here
to help you find your flavor and connect with the community that touchs
your heart and dances with you.

WHAT’S NEXT?

Take a look at the MoveMap and see which
DanceFirst members are offering classes or workshops near you:
consciousdancer.com/move-map

GET INVOLVED

The Dance First Association’s mission is to serve and empower
the teachers and trainers of every conscious movement modality.
To learn more about all the benefits and apply for membership and sign up for
the MondayLove insiders newsletter, please email mark@consciousdancer.com

CONNECT Facebook users, be sure to Like our Page and Join the Conscious

Dancer Group: www.facebook.com/groups/consciousdancer
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